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Abstract
Many applications rely on large-scale distributed systems for data management and
computation. These distributed systems are complex and built from different networked
services. Dependencies between these services can create a chain of dependent network I/O
operations that have to be executed sequentially. This can result in high service latencies,
especially when the chain consists of inter-datacenter operations.
To address the latency problem of executing dependent network I/O operations, this
thesis introduces new approaches and techniques to reduce the required number of oper-
ations that have to be executed sequentially for three system types. First, it addresses
the high transaction completion time in geo-distributed database systems that have data
sharded and replicated across different geographical regions. For a single transaction, most
existing systems sequentially execute reads, writes, 2PC, and a replication protocol be-
cause of dependencies between these parts. This thesis looks at using a more restrictive
transaction model in order to break dependencies and allow different parts to execute in
parallel.
Second, dependent network I/O operations also lead to high latency for performing
leader-based state machine replication across a wide-area network. Fast Paxos introduces
a fast path that bypasses the leader for request ordering. However, when concurrent
requests arrive at replicas in different orders, the fast path may fail, and Fast Paxos has to
fall back to a slow path. This thesis explores the use of network measurements to establish
a global order for requests across replicas, allowing Fast Paxos to be effective for concurrent
requests.
Finally, this thesis proposes a general solution to reduce the latency impact of dependent
operations in distributed systems through the use of speculative execution. For many
systems, domain knowledge can be used to predict an operation’s result and speculatively
execute subsequent operations, potentially allowing a chain of dependent operations to
execute in parallel. This thesis introduces a framework that provides system-level support
for performing speculative network I/O operations.
These three approaches reduce the number of sequentially performed network I/O oper-
ations in different domains. Our performance evaluation shows that they can significantly
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Achieving low latency is critical to many distributed applications. For example, Google
has published a study on the impact of latency in displaying search results to users and
finds that half a second delay causes a 20% drop in its user traffic [79]. Amazon reports
that for every 100 ms delay, it would lose 1% in sales[72], which is worth millions of dollars
a year [55]. A study [58] also shows that a small increase in latency can have significant
financial consequences for many web application providers.
However, it is challenging to reduce latency in geo-distributed systems. Large-scale
distributed applications are complex and built from many networked services, where each
service provides a different functionality. In serving a user request, many networked ser-
vices have dependencies and have to execute in a serial order. This results in high latency,
especially when the services are geo-distributed or access data in different datacenters.
Microsoft reports that dependent geo-distributed services are common in enterprise ap-
plications, causing the sequential execution of multiple network I/O operations across
different datacenters [100]. Likewise, Bahl et al. [12] and Natarajan et al. [87] also present
complex dependencies among networked services in distributed applications. Furthermore,
Facebook shows that many of their services have to access data in remote datacenters to
serve user requests [8]. The sequential execution of inter-datacenter network I/O opera-
tions requires multiple wide-area network (WAN) roundtrips to complete, resulting in high
request service times.
Providing additional resources, such as CPUs, memory, and network bandwidth, can
reduce latency and increase throughput for applications that are resource bound. This
is a good solution for these applications since the cost of adding computing resources is
becoming increasingly affordable to many companies and organizations, especially with the
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prevalence of cloud computing. However, simply adding resources is minimally effective at
reducing the latency for a sequence of network I/O operations that have data dependen-
cies because these dependent operations have to execute sequentially. Wide-area network
propagation delay for inter-datacenter network I/O operations becomes a major source of
latency, which is determined by physical distance and the speed of light.
This thesis explores different approaches to reduce the latency of performing a chain of
dependent network I/O operations in three types of distributed systems. First, it addresses
high transaction completion time in geo-distributed database systems that are a critical
infrastructure for many applications. Such database systems shard data into partitions to
achieve scalability, and rely on two-phase commit (2PC) to guarantee the atomicity of a
transaction that involves multiple partitions. These systems also provide fault tolerance by
replicating a data partition to several datacenters. To guarantee data consistency across
replicas, they replicate both transactional data and 2PC states across datacenters before
committing a transaction. When a transaction accesses partitions in different datacenters,
it requires performing transaction processing (i.e., reads and writes), 2PC, and replication,
where each part needs one or more wide-area network roundtrips to complete. As the
three parts have dependencies, most existing systems execute them sequentially, resulting
in high latency. In order to make the three different parts within a transaction execute in
parallel, this thesis looks at breaking their dependencies by requiring additional transaction
information that many applications can provide.
Another critical component in many applications is state machine replication (SMR),
which is used to make replicas apply state changes in the same order. Most existing
SMR protocols are leader-based, and they experience high latency in wide-area networks
due to dependent network I/O operations. They rely on a leader to order requests and
then forward these requests to replicas, requiring two network roundtrips to commit a
request. To reduce the dependency on a leader and the number of required roundtrips,
Fast Paxos [66] introduces a fast path, in which a client sends its request directly to
every replica. However, the fast path may fail when concurrent requests arrive at replicas
in different orders, e.g., due to network delays. Once the fast path fails, Fast Paxos
has to perform additional coordination operations to commit the requests. To reduce the
likelihood that Fast Paxos performs these dependent coordination operations for concurrent
requests, this thesis explores the use of network measurements to establish a global order
for requests across replicas, so that these requests can be committed via the fast path.
Besides designing protocols specifically for geo-distributed transactions and SMR, this
thesis further explores a general solution for a class of distributed systems that execute
a sequence of dependent network I/O operations in completing a task. Many distributed
applications can leverage domain knowledge to predict an operation’s result and use this
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prediction to speculatively execute subsequent operations. This speculation opens up op-
portunities to execute these dependent operations across multiple nodes in parallel. How-
ever, it is challenging to correctly and efficiently track and update these operations’ spec-
ulative states across nodes. There is no general solution and limited system-level support
for implementing speculative execution in a distributed environment. Applications typi-
cally have to build their own solutions from scratch, which can be highly error-prone. To
provide support for adopting speculation in distributed applications, this thesis introduces
a framework for performing speculative network I/O operations.
In the next subsections, I will describe the three problems in details, providing the
problem context. I will also outline the designs of my systems that address these problems.
1.1 Transaction Processing for Globally-Distributed
Data
Many applications have global users generate data in different geographic datacenters
and rely on geo-distributed database systems, such as Google Spanner [26] and Cock-
roachDB [23], to manage the data. Such geo-distributed database systems shard data into
partitions to achieve scalability and store each partition at a location where its data will
most frequently be used. To meet applications’ requirements on fault tolerance, these
database systems also replicate each data partition to enough datacenters to tolerate
datacenter-wide failures, e.g., due to power outages or natural disasters. Furthermore,
they provide transactional support for applications to read and write multiple data records.
This facilitates application development and makes it easy for developers to reason about
application correctness and data consistency for concurrent read/write operations.
Although many transactions for geo-distributed database systems are designed to access
data within a datacenter, it is common that applications have distributed transactions
that involve multiple data partitions across geographic datacenters. For example, a flight
ticket reservation system needs to access plane schedules and seat availability from airlines
that operate in different regions across the world. Similarly, a social media platform has
travelling users who will add someone from a different geographic region to their friend
lists, and the user information is hosted in different datacenters.
To support distributed transactions that access multiple data partitions, many geo-
distributed database systems, such as Spanner and CockroachDB, first perform transaction
processing (i.e., reads and writes) by fetching the required data to a single site and buffering
the write data. These systems will then use the 2PC protocol to ensure that transactions
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are atomically committed or aborted. The write data is sent together with the first 2PC
message to data servers and are applied if the transaction commits. They execute 2PC after
transaction processing because the prepare phase of 2PC requires knowing the transaction’s
read and write keys to check conflicts with concurrent transactions.
An additional requirement for many distributed database systems is for them to remain
available even in the event of a datacenter outage. To achieve this, Spanner and Cock-
roachDB use a consensus protocol, such as Paxos [63] or Raft [91], to replicate both the
updates to the database and the changes to the 2PC state machine for each transaction to
servers across 2f+1 datacenters, where f is the maximum number of simultaneous failures
that the systems can tolerate.
The dependencies between transaction processing, 2PC, and replication result in the
serial execution of these three parts for a multi-partition transaction. As each part requires
one or more wide-area network roundtrips to complete, multi-partition geo-distributed
transactions experience high transaction completion time.
To reduce the transaction completion time, this thesis introduces Carousel, a globally-
distributed database system that provides low-latency transaction processing for multi-
partition geo-distributed transactions. Carousel targets the same deployments as Spanner
and CockroachDB, where data partitions are distributed and replicated across geographic
datacenters. Much like the two systems, Carousel uses 2PC to ensure that transactions
are committed atomically, and a consensus protocol to provide fault tolerance and high
availability. However, instead of sequentially processing, committing, and replicating each
transaction, Carousel introduces two techniques to parallelize these stages, enabling it to
significantly reduce its transaction completion time compared to existing systems.
The first technique uses hints provided by the transaction to overlap transaction pro-
cessing with the 2PC and consensus protocols. Carousel specifically targets 2-round Fixed-
set Interactive (2FI) transactions, where each transaction consists of a round of reads fol-
lowed by a round of writes with read and write keys that are known at the start of the
transaction. Unlike one-shot transactions, the write values of a 2FI transaction can depend
on the read results from multiple data partitions. The client can also choose to abort the
transaction after receiving the read values. Such transactions are quite common in many
applications, e.g., adding friends in a social media application or redeeming points for gifts
in a web application. By using the known read and write keys from this class of trans-
actions to detect conflicts between concurrent transactions, Carousel can safely initiate
2PC at the start of the transaction, and execute most of the 2PC and consensus protocols
independently of the transaction processing. This enables Carousel to return the result of
a 2FI transaction to the client after at most two wide-area network roundtrips when there
4
are no failures.
The second technique borrows ideas from Fast Paxos [66] to parallelize 2PC with con-
sensus. In Carousel, each database is divided into multiple partitions, and each partition
is stored by a consensus group of servers. The servers in the same consensus group are in
different datacenters to provide datacenter-wide fault tolerance, and the consensus group
leader serves as the partition leader. During a transaction, instead of sending 2PC prepare
requests only to the partition leaders, which would normally forward the requests to their
followers, prepare requests are sent to every node in the participating partitions. Unlike
state machine replication that uses Fast Paxos to order prepare requests, each member in
a consensus group will independently prepare the transaction and agree on whether the
transaction is prepared. Specifically, each node responds with a prepare result using only
its local information. If the coordinator receives the same result from a supermajority
(⌈3
2
f⌉ + 1) of the nodes from a partition, it can safely use that result for the partition.
This technique enables Carousel to reduce transaction completion time and complete a 2FI
transaction in one wide-area network roundtrip in the common case if local replicas are
available.
We have implemented a research prototype of Carousel and evaluated it using workloads
from the Retwis [68] and YCSB+T [34] benchmarks on both an Amazon EC2 deployment
and a local cluster. The experimental results show that Carousel has lower transaction
completion time than TAPIR [118], a state-of-the-art distributed transaction protocol.
1.2 State Machine Replication in WANs
Similar to geo-distributed database systems, state machine replication (SMR) is a critical
service in many applications, and it also has high latency in WANs due to dependencies
between network I/O operations. SMR replicates application states across geo-distributed
nodes, allowing applications to remain available even in the event of a region-wide system
outage. A drawback of state replication is that a majority of the replicas must receive
the same state update request and agree on its position in the request log before it can
be committed, with most protocols relying on a leader to establish a request ordering.
As a result, a distributed service that modifies its state from more than one location will
typically have to wait two wide-area network roundtrips for each request: one roundtrip
for a service node to send its request to the leader and receive a response, and a second
roundtrip for the leader to disseminate the request to the other replicas.
Fast Paxos extends Paxos [63, 64] by introducing a fast path that can, in some cases,
reduce the number of wide-area network roundtrips from two to one by having the service
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nodes send their requests directly to all of the replicas. A simple approach for using Fast
Paxos to implement SMR is to run a separate Fast Paxos instance for each position in
the request log. Without a leader or some other mechanism to order the requests, each
replica would have to independently decide which log position to accept each request. A
service node knows its request will be committed if a supermajority1 of the replicas accept
the request at the same position. Unfortunately, replicas may accept concurrent requests
at different log positions, forcing Fast Paxos to run a recovery protocol [66] (i.e., the slow
path) to choose a request for each position that is under contention. This serial execution
of the fast path first and then the slow path will cause high latency, especially in WANs.
Furthermore, Fast Paxos’ fast path may have higher commit latency than a leader-based
protocol depending on the geographic locations of clients and replicas. This is because a
Fast Paxos client has to wait for the responses from at least a supermajority of replicas.
This is more than the number of replicas (i.e., a majority) that are required for agreement
in a leader-based protocol. The one network roundtrip time to a supermajority of replicas
in Fast Paxos does not mean lower latency than the two network roundtrip time in a leader-
based protocol. For example, when there are total three replicas, if a client is collocated
with one replica in a datacenter but geographically far away from one of the other replicas,
the client would experience higher latency by using Fast Paxos than Multi-Paxos [108]
with the collocated replica being the leader. As clients and replicas are geographically
distributed, neither Fast Paxos nor a leader-based protocol can always have the lowest
latency for every client.
This thesis introduces Domino, a state machine replication protocol that uses network
measurements to reduce commit latency in WANs. It supports both Fast Paxos-like consen-
sus or leader-based consensus in different cycles of the same deployment. Clients perform
periodic network latency measurements to the replicas, and the replicas also collect net-
work latency data to each other and return those results to their clients. Each client uses
their collected latency data to independently choose which consensus protocol to use for
their requests. Given accurate network latency predictions, this approach allows clients to
estimate the latency of both consensus protocols and use the one that has lower latency.
When clients use the Fast Paxos-like consensus in Domino, Domino leverages network
measurements to establish a deterministic order for requests across replicas. To establish
the request ordering, a Domino client uses its network measurement data to assign its
request with a timestamp, indicating a future time when its request should have arrived at
a supermajority of the replica servers. A request that arrives at a server after its timestamp
1A supermajority of 2f + 1 replicas consist of at least ⌈ 3
2
f⌉ + 1 replicas, and a common alternative is
2f + 1 out of total 3f + 1 replicas [66].
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will not be counted, although the protocol may still choose to accept that request if enough
other servers received the request before its timestamp. Domino deterministically maps a
timestamp to a unique log entry. As long as requests have unique timestamps and arrive
at a supermajority of servers on time, Domino can always complete its Fast Paxos-like
consensus in a single roundtrip for these requests in the absence of failures.
Upon receiving a request that arrives on time, a Domino replica immediately accepts
the request at the log position that is determined by the request’s timestamp. Selecting any
sufficiently large timestamp for a request would offer the same commit latency. However, a
timestamp that is too far in the future would increase execution latency. This is because,
from the current time to that future time, Domino may commit other requests that have
smaller timestamps than the future time. As a SMR protocol, Domino must execute
these requests in their log order, and thus Domino will only begin to execute a request
after its timestamp. Although execution latency can be masked through application-level
reordering, excessive execution latency should nevertheless be avoided as they can introduce
user-perceptible artifacts. In a social media app, for example, a user uploads a picture to
her album and then messages her friend who accesses a replica in a different region to look
at the picture. It might affect user experience if the picture is not available in the region
until hours later. To address unnecessarily excessive execution latency, when using Fast
Paxos-like consensus, a future timestamp is chosen to represent the time when the last
replica from the supermajority quorum should have received the request. Given accurately
predicted arrival time at replicas, this approach ensures that the request is not rejected,
while providing similar execution latency to other consensus protocols.
This approach introduces a number of challenges. It requires accurate latency predic-
tions. We show, through extensive experiments performed on Microsoft Azure [81], that
wide-area network latencies are relatively stable and can be predicted by keeping only a
small history of previous network measurements. Our fine-grained timestamp-based log
will also introduce many empty log entries, and it is expensive to have a dedicated replica
propose no-op values for these entries. To reduce this overhead, Domino replicas optimisti-
cally accept no-ops without receiving no-op proposals once a log entry has expired.
I have implemented a research prototype of Domino. Experiments on Microsoft Azure
show that Domino can have significantly lower commit latency than Multi-Paxos [108],
Mencius [78], and EPaxos [84], which require a replica to forward a request to other replicas.
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1.3 A Framework for Performing Speculative RPCs
Both Carousel and Domino target a specific system domain. Their approaches might not
be applicable to many other distributed applications that execute a chain of dependent
networked services to complete a task. This thesis further looks at a general solution
based on speculative execution (SE) to addressing the latency problem in such distributed
applications.
SE has been used to reduce latency in operating systems [22, 88, 89, 113, 112], Byzantine
fault tolerance protocols [114, 59], and a number of other specialized applications [28, 67,
80, 110]. These systems take advantage of domain knowledge to determine when the result
of an expensive operation can be accurately predicted. This predicted result can be used to
speculatively execute the dependent operations, allowing them to be executed concurrently
as long as the prediction is eventually shown to be correct.
Although SE is a powerful technique for reducing latency, it can introduce a significant
amount of complexity to an application. Currently, adding SE support to a new production-
quality application requires a significant investment in time and resources. For example,
tracking dependencies between speculative and non-speculative RPCs requires state man-
agement across nodes. Also, preventing side-effects from incorrect speculation is error-
prone. Therefore, previous work has only considered using SE for the most performance-
critical applications, and SE has only been implemented in research prototypes or with
limited amount of speculation.
This thesis introduces SpecRPC, an RPC framework for performing SE. Using the
framework, an application can provide its prediction for the result of an RPC, and specu-
latively execute the next operation, which can be a local function or another RPC, based
on the predicted result. SpecRPC aims to simplify the integration of speculative techniques
in distributed applications and to support sophisticated forms of SE, allowing for the per-
vasive use of speculation to reduce application latency. SpecRPC facilitates development
of applications that leverage speculation, but it is up to developers to predict RPC results
as accurate prediction requires domain-specific knowledge.
To support SE in an RPC framework, each operation (i.e., a local function or an RPC)
in SpecRPC is associated with a state that characterizes its current status. Speculatively
executing an operation based on the predicted result of a pending RPC causes this oper-
ation to enter a speculative state, and creates a dependency between this operation and
the pending RPC. An operation in a speculative state will transitively cause subsequent
dependent operations to also be in a speculative state to form a dependency tree where
the branching factor depends on the number of predictions made per operation. The de-
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pendency tree helps SpecRPC isolate the different branches of SE, and determine which
branches are still valid as actual execution results become available.
Dependency tracking and the re-execution of computation based on incorrect specu-
lation are done automatically by the SpecRPC framework. Programmers can focus on
leveraging domain knowledge to make accurate predictions for performing SE. In addition
to predicting an RPC’s result on the caller side, SpecRPC allows an RPC to return specula-
tive results. This enables a programmer to take advantage of speculation when only partial
information is available on the callee side of an RPC. To facilitate application development,
SpecRPC provides a simple abstraction that should be familiar to any programmer who
has used RPCs and callbacks.
I have implemented a prototype of SpecRPC, which can fully parallelize complex com-
munication patterns involving multiple sequential RPC calls from the same client, or an
RPC call chain where an RPC function calls another RPC function. I have evaluated the
effectiveness of SpecRPC by using it to add speculative execution support to Replicated
Commit (RC) [77], a distributed transaction processing protocol. The evaluation results
show that SpecRPC reduces the transaction completion time of RC by 58% compared to
the sequential execution of dependent operations.
1.4 Outline
Many large-scale distributed systems perform a sequence of networked services to com-
plete a task. These services often have dependencies, requiring the sequential execution
of multiple network I/O operations. This can result in high latency. This thesis explores
approaches to address the high latency problem of executing dependent network I/O oper-
ations in distributed systems, especially in a wide-area network environment. It has three
main contributions:
• First, it introduces techniques that leverage application-provided transactional hints
to break dependencies between transaction processing, 2PC, and replication for geo-
distributed transactions. This enables these different parts within a transaction to
execute in parallel and reduces latency compared to many existing geo-distributed
database systems.
• Second, this thesis explores the use of network measurement to reduce the required
number of sequential network I/O operations in SMR. This thesis presents techniques
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that can leverage recent network measurement data to establish a global order for re-
quests across replicas in wide-area networks. This can reduce the likelihood that Fast
Paxos uses additional coordination operations between replicas to commit concurrent
requests.
• Third, this thesis addresses the barriers of using speculation to parallelize a sequence
of network I/O operations in a class of distributed applications. It presents an
RPC framework that facilitates the implementation of speculative execution in a dis-
tributed environment. The framework tracks dependencies among non-speculative
and speculative operations across nodes and ensures that incorrect speculations do
not affect the correctness of applications that follow its suggested design pattern.
The following chapters will describe the contributions of this thesis in detail. Chapter 2
will provide a summary of the related work that this thesis discusses. Chapter 3, 4,
and 5 will present the design and evaluation results of Carousel, Domino, and SpecRPC,





This chapter will first describe the related work on replication techniques that are com-
monly used in distributed systems. Thereafter, it will summarize previous work on dis-
tributed transactions. Finally, this chapter will review the related work on speculative
execution.
2.1 Replication Management
Many applications replicate their states and data in different datacenters in order to tolerate
datacenter-wide failures, such as due to power outages or natural disasters. This section
will describe different protocols for performing replication management.
2.1.1 General Replication Techniques
A common replication technique is to use a consensus protocol so that replicas can agree
on the same sate change even under failures. One of the most widely used consensus
protocols is Paxos [63, 64], which needs 2f +1 replicas to tolerate f simultaneous failures.
In the common case, a Paxos instance uses one network roundtrip to choose one proposer’s
proposal and requires another network roundtrip to enforce consensus on the proposed
value. Since each proposal requires at least two network roundtrips to be accepted, Paxos
suffers from high latency.
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To reduce the high latency in Paxos, Multi-Paxos [63, 108] adopts a long-lived leader to
be the sole proposer. This eliminates Paxos’ first roundtrip in the common case. In Multi-
Paxos, a client sends its request only to the leader. The leader will forward the request to
other replicas in the consensus group, and it will send an acceptance notification back to
the client after receiving agreement from a majority of replicas. The end-to-end latency
consists of two network roundtrips. Raft [91] explicitly separates the consensus process
into leader election and log replication in order to improve the understandability of the
protocol and to simplify the implementation.
In addition to consensus protocols, there are also replication protocols, which can pro-
vide similar guarantees to Paxos. Viewstamped Replication [74, 90] (VR) has a primary
replica to order clients’ requests and to forward the requests to other backup replicas. Once
a majority of the replicas finish replicating the requests, the primary will notify the clients
that the requests are committed, and the replication group will asynchronously commit and
execute the requests. Unlike Multi-Paxos or Raft, when the primary fails, VR does not use
leader election to elect a new primary replica. Instead, VR pre-defines which replica to be
the new primary. Also, the new primary has to collect the log from a majority of replicas
to maintain an up-to-date log, which may consume large amount of network bandwidth.
Atomic broadcast is another way to achieve replication. One implementation is Zab [51],
which is designed for primary-backup replication systems. Zab has a primary replica to
receive clients’ requests and forward state changes to backup replicas. Zab guarantees that
all of the replicas in the system will make the same state change, or none of the replicas
applies a state change. Unlike Paxos that may execute uncommitted requests out of order
after a leader failure, Zab will apply uncommitted state changes in the same order as the
failed primary. Zab achieves this by introducing a synchronization phase after electing a
new primary, which will determine the ordering of uncommitted state changes by merging
the logs from at least a majority of replicas. Renesse et al. [109] provide a summary that
details the differences among Zab, VR and Multi-Paxos.
2.1.2 Low-Latency Consensus Protocols
Fast Paxos [66] reduces the end-to-end latency in Multi-Paxos by sending a client’s request
to every member in a consensus group instead of only to the leader. If at least ⌈3
2
f⌉ + 1
members agree on the request (i.e., a supermajority), the client can learn the consensus
result in one network roundtrip, which is called a fast path. If a supermajority cannot
be achieved because of concurrent requests, Fast Paxos will fall back to a slow path that
requires a leader to coordinate the consensus process like in Multi-Paxos. Furthermore,
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if more than ⌊f
2
⌋ replicas fail, there will not be enough replicas to form a supermajority
for the fast path, and Fast Paxos will only use the slow path to make progress. Another
configuration of Fast Paxos is to use 3f + 1 replicas, where the supermajority consists of
2f + 1 replicas. This configuration allows the fast path to continue even if there are f
failures.
Generalized Paxos [65] leverages the commutativity between operations to make a con-
sensus instance accept a group of concurrent requests that do not have conflicts with
each other. This approach reduces the latency of achieving consensus on non-conflicting
concurrent requests. However, this approach requires applications to define the request in-
terference before committing requests, which may not be applicable in many applications.
2.1.3 High-Throughput Consensus Protocols
A single-leader consensus protocol, like Multi-Paxos and Raft, has low throughput since all
client requests have to go to the leader. Mencius [78] pre-partitions a sequence of consensus
instances and assigns each partition to a replica in a consensus group, where the replica will
be the leader for the corresponding consensus instances. Each replica will accept clients’
requests to its pre-defined consensus instances, but it cannot commit an instance until all
previous instances are committed. As replicas may receive requests in different rates, a
replica can choose to skip its instances by using a no-op command if it does not receive
any request. Compared with single-leader consensus protocols, such as Multi-Paxos and
Raft, Mencius provides load balance among servers in a consensus group, which increases
its throughput.
EPaxos [84] also allows a client to submit its request to any replica in a consensus
group, but it dynamically orders clients’ requests. After a replica (acting as a coordinator)
proposes its received request to other replicas, each replica will reply the dependency
between the request and other concurrent requests. If the request does not have conflicts
with other requests at a quorum of replicas, the coordinator will commit the request.
Otherwise, the coordinator will combine its received dependency information and replicate
them to at least a majority of the replicas. Once the replication completes, the request is
committed. To execute the request, the coordinator will use the dependency information to
build a dependency graph, and it will not execute a request until it has executed previous
requests in the graph. For cycles in the graph, the coordinator will deterministically sort
the requests based on their sequence numbers, where EPaxos assigns each request with
a unique sequence number. Since each server has the partial orders from a majority of
replicas, servers will have the same dependency graph and the same order of execution.
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One limitation of this approach is the requirement of defining conflicts between requests
in advance, which may not be applicable for many applications.
Similar to EPaxos, ATLAS [35] orders concurrent requests by tracking their dependen-
cies across replicas. It also has a fast path to commit a request by requiring the agreement
from a fast quorum of replicas. The fast quorum requires only a majority of replicas
compared to EPaxos that typically requires more than a majority. By contacting fewer
replicas to commit a request, ATLAS can have lower latency than EPaxos, especially in a
geo-distributed deployment. To achieve this, however, ATLAS tolerates fewer simultaneous
replica failures than EPaxos.
CAESAR [10] is a multi-leader Generalized Consensus protocol for wide-area networks.
To establish a request ordering, CAESAR requires a quorum of nodes to agree on the
delivery timestamp of an operation. However, if a node receives concurrent conflicting
operations out of timestamp order, it has to wait until it finalizes the decisions of larger
timestamp operations, which results in higher latency.
2.1.4 Network-Aware Consensus Protocols
There are also systems that use dedicated network hardware to improve the performance
of achieving consensus. SpecPaxos [94] makes a client send requests to every replica in a
consensus group, and each replica speculatively executes the request and replies the result
to the client. Same as Fast Paxos, if a client receives the same result from a supermajor-
ity of replicas, the client considers its request committed. The replicas will periodically
synchronize with each other to commit the speculative execution results. SpecPaxos uses
software-defined network to implement a network-level multicast mechanism that ensures
multiple receivers can receive multicast messages from different senders in the same order
in most cases. As a result, SpecPaxos can commit most of requests just in one network
roundtrip in the common case. However, if there is inconsistency between replicas’ states,
e.g., because of message lost or reordering, all replicas have to stop processing new requests
and start a reconciliation protocol to solve the inconsistency, where the leader will collect
all replicas’ logs and merge them into one log.
NOPaxos [70] also uses software-defined networking to order multicast messages.
NOPaxos implements a centralized network sequencer for each consensus group, and a
client’s request sent to the group will be assigned a sequence number by the sequencer.
With the sequence number, each replica can order its received requests. Upon receiving
a client’s request, each replica will reply its order information about the request to the
client. Each consensus group in NOPaxos has a leader. If the client receives the same
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order information from a majority of the replicas including the leader, it considers the
request as committed.
NetPaxos [31, 30] proposes to implement Paxos in a software-defined network with
P4 switches. It also introduces an architecture to achieve agreement in Fast Paxos by
requiring network messages to arrive at replicas in the same order. NetPaxos, NOPaxos,
and SpecPaxos rely on software-defined networking and specialized network switches to
order clients’ requests packets, which may not be applicable to applications in a wide-area
network environment.
2.2 Distributed Transactions
Geo-distributed database systems shard data into partitions in order to achieve scalability.
To support distributed transactions that involve multiple partitions, many storage systems
(e.g., Megastore [15], Spanner [26], and CockroachDB [23]) use a concurrency control
mechanism, like two-phase locking (2PL) or optimistic concurrency control (OCC), to
provide transaction isolation on each partition and apply two-phase commit (2PC) to
guarantee a transaction’s atomicity across partitions. To provide fault tolerance, these
systems also use a consensus protocol to replicate transactional states and data.
One design is to layer the transaction management on top of a consensus protocol,
where the system will sequentially execute different parts in a transaction [15, 26, 23]. In
Spanner, for example, a client first reads data from the leader of each participant partition’s
consensus group. To commit the transaction, the client initiates 2PC among the leaders.
Each leader prepares the transaction by using 2PL to detect conflicts with concurrent
transactions. The leader will replicate its prepare result to its consensus group before
exposing the result outside of the consensus group. This approach facilitates reasoning
about the system’s correctness and allows for a relatively straightforward implementation.
However, it incurs high latency to commit a distributed transaction because it sequentially
executes the layered protocols, with each layer requiring one or more wide-area network
roundtrips.
2.2.1 Improving Concurrency Control
Calvin [106] introduces a distributed transaction scheduler that can deterministically or-
der all of the input transactions, and each data server will execute the transactions in the
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same order. This deterministic ordering reduces the coordination overhead for conflict-
ing transactions, so that it can significantly increase the system’s throughput. However,
Calvin still sequentially executes transaction management and replication, which requires
multiple wide-area network roundtrips to complete a transaction in a geo-distributed envi-
ronment. Furthermore, unlike Spanner, Calvin does not support transactions that require
interactivity between clients and servers, which are common in practice [92].
Rococo [85] also orders transactions before executing them in order to increase the
system’s throughput and avoid aborting transactions. Rococo makes a server track the
dependency among concurrent transactions. Before executing a transaction, a server will
first send the dependency information to the transaction coordinator. With the depen-
dency information from all of the participant servers in a transaction, the coordinator will
determine the order of executing conflicting transactions. The coordinator will send its
ordering result to each server, and the server will execute the transaction. To tolerate fail-
ures, Rococo uses Paxos to replicate the transactional data and states on the coordinator
and data servers.
CLOCC [5, 73] moves transaction execution to the client side by using caches. CLOCC
caches data on the client side and makes servers track which data set each client has cached.
A client executes a transaction locally by using the cached data, and it initiates 2PC to
commit the transaction. If the transaction can be committed, CLOCC will invalidate other
clients’ cache on the modified data, which is very expensive with many clients. Although
CLOCC uses client cache to reduce number of messages required for transaction execution,
this increases the storage cost, and a client’s cache might need to be very large to obtain
a good performance for some workloads.
Lynx [119] constructs a transaction as a chain of tasks across participant servers, where
each hop in the chain executes one task as a local transaction. Although the chain executes
sequentially to complete the whole transaction, but the client can receive a commit or abort
notification after the first hop. If the first hop commits, all of the other hops will commit
the transaction. If a hop cannot commit the transaction because of conflicts, it will retry
until the transaction is committed. Lynx statically analyzes a workload to determine which
transactions can be constructed as a chain by using transaction chopping techniques [99].
If a transaction cannot be chopped into a chain, Lynx will execute the transaction as a
distributed transaction via 2PC.
Calvin, Rococo, CLOCC, and Lynx can increase throughput and reduce transaction
completion time by introducing different concurrency control mechanisms for distributed
transactions, but these systems still need to sequentially perform transaction and replica-
tion management, resulting in high latency.
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2.2.2 Performing 2PC within A Datacenter
Restricting 2PC to involve only nodes within a datacenter can reduce the number of
wide-area network roundtrips that are required to commit a transaction, which will re-
duce the transaction completion time. One such an approach is Replicated Commit [77],
which builds Paxos on top of 2PC and can commit a transaction in one wide-area network
roundtrip. However, Replicated Commit requires reading data from a quorum of replicas.
The number of roundtrips required by the reads can significantly increase the transaction
completion time. Furthermore, since Replicated Commit uses single-decree Paxos to com-
mit each transaction, one replica failure in a consensus group may cause that the remaining
replicas cannot determine the outcome of a pending transaction. This will lead to aborting
any future transactions that have conflicts with the pending transaction.
Consus [36] makes a client first execute a transaction in one datacenter. The datacenter
will also forward the transaction to other datacenters, of which each will independently re-
execute the transaction. Each datacenter will broadcast its execution result (i.e., commit
or abort) to others. Finally, Consus uses Generalized Paxos [65] to make each datacenter
to learn the final decision on the transaction. This approach requires three one-way mes-
sages across datacenters to complete a transaction in the common case. Compared with
Replicated Commit, Consus avoids quorum reads during the execution of a transaction.
Both Consus and Replicated Commit require fully replicating all data in every dat-
acenter in order to limit 2PC messages within a datacenter. This requirement is not
cost-effective for a deployment that consists of a moderate to large number of datacenters
because the replication costs increase with the number of datacenters [119].
Microsoft’s Cloud SQL Server [16] avoids 2PC by forcing that a transaction can only
access the data on one server. This approach is not scalable for all applications as the
data size increases. Furthermore, this limitation requires a careful design for the data
partitions, and the partition scheme may be invalid in the future as applications add new
data schemes.
2.2.3 Parallelizing 2PC and Replication
Another approach to reduce the latency of committing a transaction is to merge trans-
action management with replication management. Instead of using a consensus protocol
to replicate a transaction’s prepare result (e.g., as done by Spanner), MDCC [60] uses
Paxos instances per data record to accept or reject a write operation on the record. While
executing the 2PC prepare phase, if all of the writes in a transaction are accepted by
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the corresponding Paxos instances, the transaction coordinator determines to commit the
transaction. MDCC uses Fast Paxos [66] to complete the prepare phase and the replica-
tion in one wide-area network roundtrip. It also leverages Generalized Paxos [65] to accept
concurrent transactions’ writes on the same key if the writes are commutative with each
other. As MDCC runs a Paxos instance per update in a transaction, it requires more CPU
cycles to complete a transaction compared to using a Paxos instance per data partition.
TAPIR [118] proposes an inconsistent replication protocol and resolves consistency
issues among replicas in its transaction management systems. TAPIR makes a client send
its transaction prepare request to every replica of a partition. Each replica independently
prepares the transaction and sends its result to the client. If a supermajority of the
replicas prepare the transaction, the client considers that the transaction is prepared on
the partition. If a supermajority of agreement cannot be achieved, the client will force the
replicas to agree on the same prepare result, which requires additional wide-area network
roundtrips.
Both TAPIR and MDCC parallelize the execution of 2PC and replication and can
commit a transaction in one wide-area network roundtrip in the common case. However,
for concurrent transactions that have conflicts, TAPIR and MDCC have to fall back to
a slow path to order the transactions, which may increase the tail latency. In this case,
both TAPIR and MDCC require three or more wide-area network roundtrips to complete
a transaction when data replicas are not available in the client’s datacenter.
2.2.4 Limiting Transaction Expressiveness
Limiting the expressiveness of transactions is another method for reducing transaction
completion time. Janus [86] targets one-shot transactions [52] that consist of stored pro-
cedures. By imposing a restriction that a stored procedure can only access data from
a local partition, Janus can complete a transaction in one wide-area network roundtrip.
Janus extends Rococo’s concurrency control mechanism to make every replica of a data
partition track the execution dependency of concurrent transactions that have conflicts. A
client sends a transaction to every replica of each participant partition. Before executing a
transaction, each replica sends the transaction’s dependency information to the transaction
coordinator. For each participant partition, if the coordinator receives the same depen-
dency information from all of the corresponding replicas, the coordinator will notify every
replica to execute the transaction following the current dependency. Once every partition
has a replica finish executing the transaction, the coordinator will send a commit response
to the client.
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In Janus, if replicas have different dependencies for conflicting transactions, the co-
ordinator will order the transactions and force all of the replicas to execute the transac-
tions according to the new order. Although this re-ordering approach can avoid aborting
transactions and increase throughput, it may require as many as three wide-area network
roundtrips to commit the conflicting transactions.
Granola [27] introduces a special type of one-shot transactions, called independent
transactions. For an independent transaction, each participant server can independently
execute its part of the transaction, but all of the servers can come to the same decision
to commit or abort the transaction. Granola makes servers run in two modes, timestamp
mode and locking mode. A server runs in the locking mode when it processes general
distributed transactions that require locking and 2PC. Otherwise, the server runs in the
timestamp mode to process independent transactions. While receiving an independent
transaction request, each server sends other participant servers a vote indicating whether
it is in locking mode. A vote from a locking-mode server will cause every server to abort
the transaction. Granola avoids 2PC to commit independent transactions, which reduces
transaction completion time. However, Granola does not target geo-distributed settings,
and it still sequentially executes transaction and replication management.
Sinfonia’s mini-transactions [6] require keys and write values to be pre-defined. This
enables Sinfonia to process and commit a transaction in parallel in order to reduce trans-
action completion time. Both mini-transactions and one-shot transactions prevent clients
from interactively performing read and write operations to servers, which is commonly
used in practice [92], especially in rapid development [15].
2.2.5 Relaxing Isolation Level
An alternative approach to achieve low latency in a distributed storage system is to re-
duce transactions’ isolation level or adopt weak consistency. For example, Walter [101]
is a geo-replicated key-value store that provides parallel snapshot isolation (PSI) among
transactions. PSI guarantees that transactions within a site see a consistent snapshot of
the data, and concurrent transactions cannot update the same data. Walter achieves PSI
by allowing reads in local sites but forcing writes on a data record to go to the same site,
called a preferred site. A transaction can be committed locally without coordinating with
remote sites, if the local site is preferred by all of the writes. Otherwise, Walter uses 2PC
to coordinate remote preferred sites to commit the transaction.
Instead of supporting a general read-write transactions, some distributed storage sys-
tems use a weak consistency model among replicas to provide high availability and low
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latency for a single operation (e.g., a read or a write) on a single object. Bayou [104] pro-
vides eventual consistency by allowing a client to read and write to any replica. The client
can get a response immediately without any coordination among replicas. Asynchronously,
Bayou will propagate writes among all replicas, and Bayou uses a primary node to order the
writes. Although a Bayou server can independently execute writes locally, the writes can
be undone and re-executed, and they will not be finalized until they are executed following
the primary’s order. The client can query a Bayou server to know if its writes are final-
ized. Also, Bayou requires applications to specify how to detect and resolve write conflicts
since applications have different semantics for conflicts. This increases the complexity of
application development.
Dynamo [33] uses a quorum-like protocol to provide eventual consistency among repli-
cas, in which the write quorum can be less than a majority of the replicas in order to
achieve low latency. A client’s request can go to any replica which will serve as a coordi-
nator. The coordinator will forward the request to other replicas. For a write operation,
the coordinator will assign it with a version number that is constructed by using vector
clocks [62]. Upon receiving the write request from the coordinator, a replica will create a
new data copy with the write version and respond to the coordinator. If the coordinator
receives a response from a write quorum of replicas (including the coordinator itself), the
write is successful. For a read operation, each replica returns its latest version of the data
to the coordinator. After getting the reply from a read quorum of replicas, the coordinator
returns all the versions it receives to the client.
PNUTS [24] proposes per-record timeline consistency, where all of the replicas execute
writes in the same order for each data record. To achieve this, PNUTS apply a single
master replica for every data record. All writes to a data record will be forwarded to the
master. The master orders the writes and propagates them to other replicas that will
execute the write operations in the same order. PNUTS allows a client to read from any
replica, which may return stale data.
Facebook’s Cassandra [61] uses a quorum-based protocol to perform read and write
operations among replicas. Cassandra allows a client to read from any, a quorum, or all
of replicas, depending the client’s preferred consistency guarantee. Facebook’s TAO [19]
also provides eventual consistency. TAO forwards all writes to a primary replica but allows
clients to read from any backup replica or a cache server.
COPS [75] provides causal consistency and converges concurrent writes that have con-
flicts in the same order across replicas. COPS allows a client to send a request to any
replica, and a replica responses immediately after executing the request locally. Within
one replica, COPS makes all of the operations be linearizable. For a write operation, the
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replica will assign it with a timestamp and asynchronously propagate it to other replicas.
Each replica will order writes based on the timestamp, so that concurrent writes on the
same key are applied in the same order on every replica. An extension [76] of COPS can
further support causal consistency for read-only and write-only transactions.
Although a storage system can provide low latency by using a low isolation level or
weak consistency, applications that require serializability among transactions have to build
their own application-level solutions, which is error-prone and can introduce additional
delays to complete a transaction.
2.2.6 Avoiding Transaction Abort
When a transaction is aborted due to contention, such as read-write or write-write conflicts
with concurrent transactions, retrying the transaction will introduce additional latency to
commit the transaction. Avoiding transaction abort will prevent the latency due to retrying
a transaction, and it will also increase the system’s throughput.
RAMP [14] leverages multi-version to allow concurrent write operations not to block
each other, where each write creates a new version of a data item. This avoids aborting
write-only transactions due to write-write conflicts. RAMP also makes each write carry
all the write keys in a transaction, so that a concurrent read-only transaction can be
aware of potential read-write conflicts. If there is a read-write conflict, the read-only
transaction will fetch the uncommitted but prepared write data instead of being aborted
or blocked. RAMP can be extended to support read-write transactions, but it can not
prevent anomalies caused by concurrent updates, such as two transactions increasing the
same count number. RAMP only provides read atomic isolation, where none or all of the
updates in a transaction is visible to other transactions.
ALOHA-KV [39] introduces an epoch-based concurrency control (ECC) mechanism to
avoid transaction abort for read-only and write-only transactions. It avoids read-write
conflicts by isolating the execution of read-only and write-only transactions into separate
epochs. Like RAMP, it also prevents write-write conflicts by making each write create a new
version of data. ALOHA-DB [38] extends ALOHA-KV to support read-write transactions
by converting a transaction into a set of functors. ALOHA-DB uses one epoch to order
transactions, and it executes the corresponding functors in the next epoch in the same
order.
Although ECC avoids aborting transactions due to contention, it introduces additional
latencies to the normal execution of a transaction even if there is no contention. This
is because a transaction has to block until the system grants the corresponding epoch.
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Furthermore, both ALOHA-KV and ALOHA-DB rely on a centralized epoch manager to
grant epochs to every data server, and the whole system blocks during an epoch switch.
This epoch switch mechanism is not scalable as the number of servers increases. It will
also introduce significant latency in a geo-distributed setting.
As described in previous sections, Calvin [106] orders transactions through a distributed
sequencer to avoid transaction abort. Rococo [85] and Janus [86] track the dependency
among concurrent transactions and execute dependent transactions in the same order.
Like ALOHA-DB, Calvin, Rococo, and Janus avoid transaction abort by deferring the
processing of transactions and forcing transactions to execute in the same order on dif-
ferent partitions. This method can also increase throughput, but it introduces additional
latency to every transaction, even if the transaction does not have conflicts with any other
concurrent transactions.
Another approach to reduce transaction abort is to leverage applications’ domain knowl-
edge. Bailis et al. [13] propose a formal framework, invariant confluence, which can execute
concurrent transactions without coordination by allowing an application to define data con-
straints. Invariant confluence executes transactions on different views of a database state,
and it will merge the transactions’ outcome. The system has to apply coordination for
transactions that will invalid the application’s constraints or cause diverge in database
states. Invariant confluence can reduce transaction abort rate by avoiding the unnecessary
conflicts detection according to applications’ semantics. However, this approach requires
developers to carefully examine the behavior of each type of transactions, and the devel-
opers have to re-define the data constraints as data scheme changes.
2.3 Speculation
Speculation [88, 22] is a latency-hiding technique that enables parallel execution of depen-
dent operations. By predicting the result of an operation, an application can speculatively
continue its execution that depends on the completion of the operation. If the predic-
tion is correct, the executions of the dependent operations are overlapped, which reduces
the overall execution time. Otherwise, the application discards its speculative execution
and re-executes from where the incorrect speculation starts, which is equivalent to the
sequential execution of the dependent operations.
Compared to the sequential execution, speculation requires additional computing re-
sources. However, as computing resources become increasingly affordable, especially under
the prevalence of cloud computing, many companies and organizations are able to pro-
vide additional computing resources for improving their systems’ performance. Leveraging
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speculation will facilitate applications to reduce latencies in cases of otherwise unavoidable
or lengthy wait times for an operation to complete. This section will summarize previous
works on using speculation to reduce applications’ execution time.
2.3.1 OS-Level Speculation
There have been several systems that support speculative execution at the operating sys-
tem (OS) level. Speculator [88] modifies the Linux kernel to allow a process to speculatively
execute subsequent operations instead of blocking on a system call. To perform speculative
execution, Speculator predicts the result of a system call, checkpoints the process’s states,
and allows the process to speculatively continue. If the prediction is correct, Speculator
will commit its computation during speculative execution. Otherwise, it will rollback to
the checkpoint to allow the process to re-execute, which is transparent to the user-level
applications. Speculator also supports speculative execution across processes by propa-
gating speculative states through inter-process communication (IPC). It has been used to
reduce the latency of a distributed file system by allowing applications that would normally
block during a network I/O operation to continue execution using a predicted result. The
execution of the network I/O operations is overlapped with local computations, which will
reduce the total execution time if speculation is correct.
Nightingale et al. [89] further use Speculator to implement a model for local file I/O
operations, which provides the same durability guarantee as synchronous I/O but can
achieve a low latency that is close to asynchronous I/O. AutoBash [102] also uses Speculator
to facilitate system administrators and users to manage OS configurations.
To avoid side effects, Speculator buffers any external output during speculative execu-
tion until the speculation is committed. Since Speculator considers network I/O as external
output, it can only allow speculative execution on the local machine, and it is unable to
propagate speculation across machines in a distributed system. If an application has two
dependent network I/O operations across different servers, these two operations still have
to execute sequentially, which incurs high latency.
Furthermore, Speculator starts speculative execution through system calls. As sys-
tem calls’ interfaces are well defined, Speculator requires minimal changes to applications.
However, system calls only have a final return, and they cannot return intermediate com-
putation as a prediction. This does not fit applications that are unable to make a highly
precise prediction until they have completed some (preliminary) work of the action that
they want to predict. In this case, allowing using the intermediate computation result of a
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predicted operation to start a speculative execution can increase the probability of correct
speculation, which will effectively reduce latencies.
Also, because Speculator provides speculation as part of the operating system, it must
checkpoint the state of the entire process in order to undo changes when speculative execu-
tion occurs on an incorrect prediction. As the whole process will rollback to a checkpoint,
Speculator will waste the computation that is independent from the speculative execution
in a multi-threaded process.
A recent study [112] proposes to use speculation to reduce the latency in OSes for
devices that can complete I/O operations in microseconds. By analyzing pure I/O applica-
tions, intensive I/O applications, and computation intensive I/O applications, it finds that
speculation is a promising technique to hide delay for low-latency storage I/O operations.
The survey shows that the cost of checkpointing the states of the entire process is not triv-
ial at the microsecond level. It also proposes hardware checkpointing and checkpoint-free
speculation to provide a more efficient way of performing speculation.
OS-level speculation support is a generic approach, and it requires minimal modifi-
cation to applications. However, it limits the power of speculative execution on latency
reduction because it lacks the application’s semantics [113]. Without knowing the behav-
iors of an application, it is difficult for an OS to determine which part of the applications is
predictable. Also, the domain knowledge of an application usually provides more opportu-
nities for speculative execution. For example, a storage system that is based on replicated
state machines can use the result of the first responding replica as a prediction for the
final result. It is not straightforward for the OS-level speculation to take advantage of
such predictions. Furthermore, it is difficult for OS-level speculation support to propagate
speculative states across machines. Without application-level semantics, an OS can not
know if a network packet would cause side effects that could not be recovered on a different
machine.
2.3.2 Application-Level Speculation
Compared with OS-level speculation support, allowing developers to define the scope of
speculative execution at the application level can better utilize application semantics to
make predictions and increase parallelism. For example, an application may have a se-
quence of user-level operations that can be executed in parallel by using speculation. This
kind of application semantics is agnostic to the OS, but its latency may be significantly
reduced by using speculation.
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To provide application-level speculation support, Wester et al. [113] extend Speculator
to allow applications to define customized speculation policies. The custom speculation
policies are provided as specific system calls to developers. The developers can use the
system calls to explicitly specify where speculative executions should start and end in
an application. This allows developers to leverage application-level domain knowledge
to make predictions for speculative execution in order to increase the parallelism of the
system. However, as the implementation is based on Speculator which considers network
I/O as external output, it cannot support propagating speculative states across machines
to overlap the execution of dependent network I/O operations in a distributed system.
SpecHint [22] is a binary modification tool that can transform applications to use specu-
lative execution to prefetch data from disks to memory in order to reduce the applications’
total execution time. When an application performs a read I/O request and waits for the
read result, SpecHint will create a thread that can speculatively continue the application’s
execution. Instead of actually performing read I/O operations, the speculative execution
only generates hints for future disk read I/O operations. SpecHint uses these hints to
prefetch data from disks into memory, which will reduce the application’s data loading
time in the actual execution. Although SpecHint does not need to modify applications’
source code, SpecHint is limited to single-thread applications.
Fraser and Chang [40] further extend the user-level SpecHint [22] to implement kernel-
level speculative execution for prefetching read data. This kernel-level SpecHint avoids
modifying applications’ binary code by dynamically detecting read I/O operations through
system calls. It can also better handle memory swapping and limit the amount of resources
required for speculation. However, both versions of SpecHint only reduce the latency for
local read I/O operations. Furthermore, their speculative execution only aim to generate
hints for prefetching read data. Any computation that is done through the speculation is
discarded, and the normal non-speculative execution has to redo the computation.
To better leverage application’s semantics, Fast Track [54] is a speculation system that
allows developers to implement, or the compiler to generate, two versions of code for the
same sequential tasks, fast track and slow track. The fast track is unsafe but optimized,
and the slow track is safe and sequential code. In a multi-processor architecture, both the
fast track and the slow track can execute in parallel. Given a set of sequential tasks, the
output of one task on the fast track can be used to speculatively start the next task on
the slow track, which will reduce the total execution time of these tasks. The actual slow
track output is used to determine if the fast track output is correct in order to guarantee
the correctness of the program. Fast Track does not allow speculative execution out of its
own running process, such as propagating speculative states to another process via IPC.
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Similar to Fast Track, Prospect [103] can also generate programs that will concurrently
run a fast version and a slow version for the same sequential tasks. Prospect further
supports speculatively performing system calls. Both Fast Track and Prospect allow de-
velopers to take advantage of application semantics to implement speculation, which is
more flexible than just using the OS-level speculation support, such as in [88, 89].
Another application-level usage of speculation is to implement deterministic replay
systems which are critical to system debugging. Respec [69] speculatively executes and
logs a process between checkpoints. Respec will reply the log using another process. If
the execution output diverges between the two processes, Respec will rollback the original
process and redo the replying execution. To reduce the synchronization overhead between
the original and replying processes, DoublePlay [111] introduces epochs during process
execution. Within an epoch, DoublePlay forces threads running on different CPU cores in
the original process to execute sequentially on one CPU in the replying process. As epochs
access different copies of memory, DoublePlay parallelizes the execution of multiple epochs
when replying. However, DoublePlay requires doubled number of CPU cores than Respec.
Frost [110] extends DoublePlay to detect data-race bugs by changing the execution order
of threads within an epoch in multiple replying processes.
All aforementioned application-level speculation techniques limits speculative execution
on a single machine. They cannot propagate speculative states among different servers in
a distributed environment. As a result, they do not directly support using speculation to
overlap the execution of network I/O operations.
2.3.3 Thread-Level Speculation
Thread-level speculation is a parallelization technique that can shard a sequential program
into multiple threads at compile-time and speculatively execute the threads in parallel on
a multi-core and multi-processor architecture in order to reduce the total execution time.
LRPD [96] groups different iterations in a loop as multiple threads that will specula-
tively run in parallel. LRPD uses run-time tests to determine if the threads are safe to
execute in parallel. R-LRPD [29] extends LRPD by using reduction parallelization [117].
R-LRPD analyzes the potential data dependence among iterations in a loop and schedule
the iterations to speculatively execute in a way that possible non-dependent iterations run
in parallel.
Privateer [50] provides thread-level speculation support for programs that use dynamic
memory allocation. To achieve this, Privateer not only statically analyzes data dependence
at compile-time but also uses profiling information to characterize the program’s memory
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access patterns. Another speculation possibility for a sequential program is to predict the
execution control flow. Bhowmik and Franklin [18] use profiling information to predict
the execution path of a sequential program, and each branch can execute speculatively
as a thread. There are also other similar frameworks that provide automatic thread-level
speculation through compiling, which are summarized in a survey [116].
The compiler-driven approach cannot extract all of the potential speculation opportu-
nities in a program because the source code does not contain high-level domain knowledge
which can facilitate performing more speculative executions. Prabhu and Olukotun [95]
propose to manually change source code in order to allow more speculation to reduce a
program’s execution time.
Thread-level speculation techniques makes a single-thread program execute as multiple
threads via speculation, which will increase the parallelism in order to reduce the pro-
gram’s execution time. However, most existing thread-level speculation techniques focus
on numeric computation on a single machine, and they do not handle I/O latencies.
2.3.4 Speculation for Replicated State Machines
Wester et al. [114] propose to use speculation to tolerate latency in systems that use
replicated state machines [97]. Without speculation, after issuing a request (e.g., a read
or write operation) to a replicated state machine based system, a client has to wait for
the reply from enough replicas, such as a majority, to know the final result before it can
continue further execution. By using speculation, a client can use the reply from the first
responding replica as a prediction for the final result in order to speculatively continue its
execution. Leveraging this client-side speculation, Wester et al. [114] introduces PBFT-CS,
which can reduce the latency in the replicated NFS that use the Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) protocol [21].
In contrast to PBFT-CS, Zyzzyva [59] uses server-side speculation to reduce the latency
in Byzantine Fault Tolerance design. Zyzzyva allows replicas to speculatively execute a
client’s request and respond to the client. If the client sees the same execution results
from sufficient replicas, the client considers that the request has been committed, and the
servers will guarantee the commit of the request even there are faulty servers. However,
the speculation support in either PBFT-CS or Zyzzyva is application specific. They do not
provide a general framework to facilitate developers to implement speculative execution on
both client and server sides in a distributed system. Furthermore, none of the two works
support propagating speculative states across multiple servers to overlap the execution of
dependent network I/O operations.
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Kim et al. [56] improve the performance of Byzantine Fault Tolerance replication sys-
tems by allowing the execution phase to concurrently process requests. This work uses op-
erating system transactions [93] to allow multiple requests speculatively execute in parallel
on a server. If the actual execution order of the requests is different from the pre-defined
order, the execution of the requests are aborted as transaction abort. Although this work
supports server-side speculative execution, the speculation is still limited to a single node.
Furthermore, OS transactions mainly provide ACID for system states, and they cannot
manage or rollback user states in a multi-threaded process. This limits the use of OS
transactions to implement speculative execution in a general application.
Correctables [44] also targets replicated-object storage systems and provides incremen-
tal consistency guarantees for user applications. Correctables uses the return value from
the first responding replica as a preliminary result (weak consistency) for applications.
Once the final result (strong consistency) is available, Correctables will also return it to
applications. Correctables can also be configured to return any intermediary views on the
result between the preliminary and the final results. By continuously receiving different
views on the result from weak consistency to strong consistency, applications can either
speculatively continue their executions on each view or refine their following operations’
results. In the former case, Correctables can reduce the application-level latency when the
speculation is correct. In the latter case, Correctables may improve the interactivity of
applications. In addition, some applications may use different consistent levels on the same
operation as the system’s state changes. For instance, weak consistency might be sufficient
for a ticket selling system when the stock of tickets is above a threshold. When the stock
is below the threshold, the system may require strong consistency.
By providing such incremental consistency guarantees, Correctables cost more network
bandwidth and trades off throughput for low latency. Although Correctables provides an
abstraction to decouple the application layer and the storage layer, Correctables leave the
handling of incorrect speculations to the applications, which is very error prone and may
increase the complexity of the application development. For example, some application
may benefit from using speculative execution of a sequence of dependent operations. Using
Correctables, the application still has to track the dependency between speculative and
non-speculative execution by itself, which introduces a lot of complexity in the application’s
development. Furthermore, Correctables only targets replicated-object storage systems,
and it does not benefit other applications that can use speculation techniques to reduce
latency.
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2.3.5 Speculation in Other Distributed Applications
Speculation has also been used by previous works to reduce latencies in distributed applica-
tions. Lange et al. [67] use speculation in remote display systems (i.e., VNC and Microsoft
remote desktop protocol) to hide the network latency from end users in order to improve
user experience, especially in a wide-area or wireless network environment. This work
predicts screen update events by analyzing the history of user actions and screen events,
and it speculatively updates the screen on the client side before the actual response arrives
from the server side. Unlike many other speculation systems that prevent external output
during speculative execution, this work allows a speculative screen update to be displayed
to users. If there is an incorrect prediction, the system will correct the screen displays
based on the actual responses from servers. This speculative remote display system only
supports speculative execution on the client side. The implementation cannot be directly
applied to other applications that prefer speculative execution on the server side.
Crom [80] is a JavaScript framework that allows web applications to speculatively
prefetch web page content in order to reduce the page loading time. While an user is
browsing a web page, a web application can predict the next event, such as clicking a
button, and it will speculatively trigger the event in order to prefetch data from servers. If
the event actually happens, the data will be available locally on the client side, and the data
can be directly used to compute the page layout and rendering. Although Crom simplifies
the work for developers to implement speculative execution, Crom limits the speculation
support on the client side for web applications. Corm can not reduce the latency of data
generation on the server side, which usually involves many network I/O operations in a
large-scale application.
Time Warp [49] uses speculation to reduce the execution time for discrete event simula-
tions. It allows each process in a simulator to speculatively proceed by using the messages
in the process’s current input queue. If a new message arrives and should be handled before
some messages in the queue, Time Warp will rollback the process to the state when the
new message should be the next message to consume. Time Warp only works for applica-
tions that use a global virtual time to implement synchronization. It cannot either directly
provide speculation support for distributed systems, where messages can be out of order.
Remus [28] leverages speculative execution to provide high availability for virtual ma-
chines running on commodity hardware. Instead of blocking the primary’s execution and
synchronously replicating the primary’s states to the secondary, Remus uses speculation to
isolate the primary’s system execution and the network I/O that is required to propagate
the primary’s states to the secondary. Remus makes the primary to speculatively execute
and buffers any output that will be exposed to clients. Concurrently, Remus will check-
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point the system states and asynchronously replicates the states to the secondary. Once the
replication completes, Remus commits the speculative execution before the checkpoints and
releases the buffered output to the clients. Remus’s speculative execution is also limited
on a single node.
Another usage of speculation is to prevent inconsistencies in distributed systems at
runtime. CrystalBall [115] uses speculation to implement an immediate safety check for
possible inconsistent states on a node in a deployed distributed system. Before a node
actually makes state change based on input events, such as messages from other nodes, the
node first speculatively processes the input events. If the speculative execution will result in
an inconsistent state, the node will not make the actual state change. Instead, CrystalBall
proposes that the system should be designed to automatically change its execution to avoid
the predicted inconsistent states. CrystalBall only uses speculation as a pre-processing
mechanism for safety check on a single node. Its speculative execution support does not
deal with I/O latencies in distributed systems.
DEFINED [71] uses speculative execution to implement deterministic execution for
network debugging. DEFINED makes every node in a network independently order the
received messages via a deterministic function, so that each node will process the mes-
sages in a deterministic order. As a result, the system can repeat an execution instance
deterministically in order to facilitate the debugging process. Instead of using the high-
latency stop-and-wait approach to order the arrived messages, each node assumes that the
messages follow the expected order, and it speculatively processes the messages, such as
delivering the messages to application-level software. If the predicted order is incorrect,
the node will rollback to the point where the order diverge first happens, and it will re-
process the messages. This rollback procedure is also propagated to the nodes that have
speculatively executed based on the incorrect order.
DEFINED supports the propagation of speculative execution across different nodes,
and it can make all of the affected nodes rollback from an incorrect speculation. However,
the implementation of the speculation support is specific to network message ordering.
Also, the rollback mechanism on each node is similar to Speculator, which will recover the
whole process. This may waste the computation that is independent from the speculation.
Furthermore, DEFINED also checkpoints the entire process, and it could not leverage




Geographically distributed database systems are becoming a key infrastructure for many
applications. Such a system shards data into partitions to achieve scalability, and uses
replication to provide fault tolerance. Executing a distributed transaction typically involves
read and write operations, 2PC, and replication. When a transaction needs to access data
in different datacenters, sequentially executing different parts in the transaction processing
will result in a serial execution of network I/O operations across datacenters. For example,
Google Spanner requires up to 4.5 wide-area network roundtrips to execute and commit a
transaction, which will incur high latency.
In this chapter, I will present Carousel, a transaction processing system that can ex-
ecute and commit a transaction within two wide-area network roundtrips in the absence
of failures. By breaking the dependency among read operations, 2PC, and replication,
Carousel executes the different parts in parallel to limit the number of sequential net-
work I/O operations across datacenters. This will reduce the transaction completion time
compared with the serial execution of the different parts. The rest of this chapter will
describe Carousel’s design and transaction protocols in details, and it will also provide the
evaluation results in both Amazon EC2 and a private cluster.
3.1 Design Overview
In this section, we describe our assumptions regarding the design requirements for Carousel
and the properties of its target workloads. We then outline Carousel’s system architecture.
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3.1.1 Assumptions
Our design requirements and usage model assumptions are largely based on published
information on Spanner [26]. Carousel’s design is influenced by the following assumptions:
Geo-distributed data generation and consumption. Many applications have
global users to produce and consume data. We assume that our target application has
multiple datacenters in geo-distributed locations to store user data and serve users from
their regions. Carousel assumes that data servers are running within datacenters, and
Carousel clients are application servers running in the same datacenters as the data servers.
Scalability, availability, and fault-tolerance. Modern distributed storage systems
shard data into partitions to improve scalability, and each partition is replicated at multiple
geo-distributed sites to provide high availability and fault-tolerance. Carousel targets the
fail-stop failure model and an asynchronous environment, where the communication delay
between two servers can be unbounded. Therefore, it is necessary to use a consensus
protocol to manage replicas. To tolerate f simultaneous failures, standard Paxos or Raft
requires the presence of 2f+1 replicas. We also wish to keep the choice of replication factor
independent of the total number of deployed sites, as it is not cost effective to replicate all
partitions at every site in deployments with a large number of sites. Furthermore, as the
number of sites increases, fully replicating data at every site will increase the quorum size
required to achieve consistency, which may incur higher latency due to the wider differences
in network latency among sites. As a result, Carousel targets deployments where data is
not fully replicated at every site.
Replica locations. Because data is not fully replicated at every site, some transactions
must access data in remote sites. There are two main types of transactions based on the
locations of replicas:
• Local-Replica Transactions (LRTs): every partition that the transaction accesses has
a replica at the client’s site.
• Remote-Partition Transactions (RPTs): the transaction accesses at least one parti-
tion that does not have replicas at the client’s site.
Compared with previous work (e.g., [77, 60, 118, 86]) that focuses on reducing transaction
completion time for LRTs, Carousel aims to reduce transaction completion time for RPTs.
However, Carousel still achieves latency that is as low as other systems’ latencies for LRTs
or transactions that only involve one partition.
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Wide-area network latency. We assume that the processing time in geo-distributed
transactions is low, so that the wide-area network latency dominates the transaction com-
pletion time because 2PC and consensus protocols may require multiple wide-area network
roundtrips. Reads to remote sites, such as in RPTs, further increase the number of wide-
area network roundtrips. Therefore, the goal of Carousel is to minimize the number of
wide-area network roundtrips to complete a transaction.
Interactive transactions. As found by Baker et al. [15], many applications prefer
interactive transactions involving both reads and writes, especially in order to support
rapid development. Many existing geo-distributed systems (e.g., [15, 26, 60, 118, 77]) target
interactive transactions. Carousel also targets interactive transactions by supporting 2FI
transactions.
3.1.2 2FI Transactions
This section introduces a new transaction model, which we call the 2-round Fixed-set
Interactive (2FI) model. A 2FI transaction performs one or more keyed record read and
write operations in two rounds: a read round, followed by a write round. In addition, all
read and write keys must be known in advance.
One important property of 2FI transactions is that, while write keys must be known
in advance, write values need not be known. Write values can depend on reads. This is
important, because it means that 2FI transactions can directly implement common read-
modify-write patterns in transactions. For example, a 2FI transaction can read a counter,
increment its value, and write the updated value back to the counter, within the scope of a
single transaction. In this sense, 2FI transactions are more expressive than other restricted
transaction models, such as mini-transactions [6], which require write values to be known
in advance.
Although 2FI transactions must have read and write keys specified in advance, there
is no restriction on which keys are read and written. In particular, if the database is
partitioned, there is no restriction limiting a 2FI transaction to a single partition. This
distinguishes 2FI from models, such as the one-shot model[52, 86], which limit read and
write operations to a single partition.1
Finally, an important property of 2FI transactions is that all read operations can be
performed concurrently during the first round, since all read keys are known in advance.
12FI transactions are neither stronger than nor weaker than one-shot transactions, since one-shot trans-
actions do not require read and write keys to be known in advance.
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In the geo-distributed, partial replication setting targeted by Carousel, this property is
particularly significant. Since data are only partially replicated, local reads may be impos-
sible. The 2FI model ensures that all read operations can be performed with at most one
wide-area network roundtrip, unless there are failures. However, the flip side of this re-
striction is 2FI transactions cannot perform dependent reads and writes. Dependent reads
and writes are those for which the key to be read or written depends on the value of a
previous read. This is the major restriction imposed by 2FI.
Dependent reads and writes do occur in real transactional workloads, although their
frequency will of course be application specific. As noted by Thomson and Abadi [105],
one situation that gives rise to dependent reads and writes is access through a secondary
index. For example, in TPC-C, Payment transactions may identify the paying customer
by customer ID (the key) or by customer name. In the latter case, the customer key is not
known in advance. The transaction must first look up the customer ID by name (using a
secondary index), and then access the customer record. This requires a sequence of two
reads, the second dependent on the first, which is not permitted in a 2FI transaction.
Although the 2FI model prohibits such transactions, there is an application-level
workaround that can be used to perform dependent reads and writes when necessary. The
key idea is to eliminate the dependency by introducing a reconnaissance transaction [105].
In the TPC-C Payment example, the application would first perform a reconnaissance
transaction that determines the customer ID by accessing a secondary index keyed by cus-
tomer name. This is a 2FI transaction, since the name is known in advance. Then, the
application issues a modified Payment transaction, using the customer ID returned by the
reconnaissance transaction. The Payment transaction is modified to check that the cus-
tomer’s name matches the name used by the reconnaissance transaction. If it does not, the
Payment transaction is aborted, and both transactions are retried. The modified Payment
transaction is also 2FI, since the customer key (the ID) is known when the transaction
starts, thanks to the reconnaissance transaction.
3.1.3 Architecture
Carousel provides a key-value store interface with transactional data access. It consists of
two main components: a client-side library and Carousel data servers (CDSs) that manage
data partitions. Carousel uses a directory service, such as Chubby [20] or Zookeeper [47],
to keep track of the locations of the partitions and their data servers. Carousel’s client-side
library caches the location information and infrequently contacts the directory service to
update its cache. Carousel uses consistent hashing [53] to map keys to partitions.
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Client Library
Begin() → Transaction Object
Transaction Object




Figure 3.1: Carousel’s client interface
Carousel’s clients are application servers that run in the same datacenters as CDSs.
Each client has a unique ID and a Carousel client-side library. The library provides a
transactional interface as shown in Figure 3.1. To execute a transaction, the client first
calls the Begin() function to create a transaction object that assigns the transaction a
unique transaction ID (TID). A TID is a tuple consisting of the client ID and a transaction
counter that is unique to the client. The client uses the transaction object to perform all
reads by calling the ReadAndPrepare() function once. The client uses the Write() function
to perform writes, and the write data is buffered by Carousel’s client-side library until
the client issues a commit or abort for the transaction. Furthermore, if a client does not
specify write keys when calling the ReadAndPrepare() function, Carousel will execute the
transaction as a read-only transaction.
To provide fault-tolerance, Carousel replicates data partitions in different datacenters.
Each datacenter consists of a set of CDSs, and a CDS stores and manages one or more
partitions. Carousel extends Raft to manage replicas, and the replicas of a partition
together form a consensus group. A consensus group requires 2f + 1 replicas to tolerate
up to f simultaneous replica failures, and Carousel reliably stores transactional states and
data on every member in the group.
When a transaction accesses (reads or writes) data from a partition, that partition
becomes one of its participant partitions. The leader of a participant partition’s consensus
group is called a participant leader, and other replicas in the group are participant followers.
For each transaction, Carousel selects one consensus group to serve as the coordinating
consensus group for that transaction. The leader of the coordinating consensus group is
referred to as the transaction coordinator.
The Carousel client always selects a local participant leader to serve as the transaction
coordinator, if such a local leader exists. Otherwise, the Carousel client can choose any
local consensus group leader to act as the transaction coordinator. Carousel expects that
partitions are deployed such that each datacenter has at least one consensus group leader
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so that clients can always choose a local coordinator. It is also possible for Carousel to
intentionally create consensus groups that are not CDSs to serve as coordinators. Unlike
protocols that use clients as transaction coordinators, such as TAPIR [118], Carousel’s
coordinators are fault tolerant, as their states are reliably replicated to their consensus
group members.
Carousel uses optimistic concurrency control (OCC) and 2PC to provide transactional
serializability. Each data record in Carousel has a version number that monotonically
increases with transactional writes, and our OCC implementation uses the version number
to detect conflicting transactions.
3.2 Protocol
In this section, we first describe Carousel’s basic transaction protocol that takes advantage
of the properties of 2FI transactions (see Section 3.1.2) to perform early 2PC prepares. We
then introduce a consensus protocol that can safely perform state replication in parallel
with 2PC, and describe how that is used in an improved version of Carousel. Finally, we
introduce additional optimizations for Carousel to further reduce its transaction completion
time.
3.2.1 Basic Carousel Protocol
Each Carousel transaction proceeds through a sequence of three execution phases. First
is the Read phase, which begins with a ReadAndPrepare call from the client. During the
Read phase, Carousel contacts the participant leaders to obtain values for all keys in the
transaction’s read set. In general, this phase may require one wide-area network roundtrip,
since some of the participant leaders may be remote from the client. Next is the Commit
phase, which begins when the client calls Commit, supplying new values for some or all of the
keys in the transaction’s write set. During this phase, the client contacts the transaction
coordinator to commit the transaction. The coordinator replicates the transaction’s writes
to the coordinator’s consensus group before acknowledging the commit to the client. The
Commit phase requires one wide-area network roundtrip to replicate the transaction’s
writes. After committing, the transaction enters the Writeback phase, during which the
participant leaders are informed of the commit decision. This phase requires additional
wide-area network roundtrips. However, the Writeback phase is fully asynchronous with
respect to the client.
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In addition to the Read, Commit, and Writeback phases, which occur sequentially, the
Carousel protocol includes a fourth phase, called Prepare which runs concurrently with
the Read and Commit phases. This concurrent Prepare phase is a distinctive feature of
Carousel. The purpose of the Prepare phase is for each participant leader to inform the
coordinator whether it will be able to commit the transaction within its partition.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of the basic Carousel protocol when there are no failures.
In the figure, solid and dashed arrows stand for intra-datacenter and inter-datacenter mes-
sages, respectively, and dashed rectangles represent replication operations. In this example,
the client, the coordinator, and one participant leader are located in one datacenter (DC1),
and a second participant leader is located in a remote datacenter (DC2). To simplify the
diagram, the participant followers are not shown, and neither are the other members of
the coordinator’s consensus group. In the remainder of this section, we describe each of
Carousel’s execution phases in more detail. In our description, we use circled numbers (e.g.,
1○) to refer to the corresponding numbered points in the protocol shown in Figure 3.2.
Read Phase
During the read phase, a client sends ( 1○) read requests to each participant leader, iden-
tifying the keys to be read from that partition. The participant leaders respond ( 3○, 5○)
to the client with the latest committed value of each read key. After reading, the client
may update some or all of the keys in its write set by calling Write. Such updates are
simply recorded locally by the Carousel client. The application finally calls either Commit
(or Abort), which initiates Carousel’s Commit phase.
Commit Phase
If the application decides to commit, the Carousel client initiates the Commit phase by
sending ( 7○) a commit request, including all updated keys and their new values, to the
coordinator. Upon receiving commit, the coordinator replicates ( 8○) the transaction’s
updates to its consensus group, which requires one wide-area network roundtrip. After
replicating the updates, the coordinator must wait to receive ( 9○, 10○) prepared messages
from all participant leaders before it can commit the transaction. These preparedmessages
are generated as a result of the Prepare phase, which we will describe later in Section 3.2.1.
If all participant leaders successfully prepare, the coordinator decides ( 11○) to commit
the transaction and immediately sends ( 12○) committed to the client. This is safe because
the transaction’s updates are replicated in the coordinator’s consensus group, and prepare
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Figure 3.2: An example of Carousel’s basic transaction protocol
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decisions have been replicated in all participant partitions during the Prepare phase. If
there is a coordinator failure, Carousel can recover the transaction’s data and state from
the corresponding consensus groups (see Section 3.2.3). If any participant leader indicates
that it has failed to prepare the transaction, then the coordinator aborts the transaction
and replies to the client with aborted. In this case, the coordinator can reply immediately,
without waiting for writes to be replicated and without waiting for messages from other
participants. To ensure that the coordinator’s response to the client is consistent with the
actual outcome of the transaction, Carousel prohibits the coordinator from unilaterally
aborting the transaction once it has replicated the transaction’s write data. It may abort
only once it learns that at least one participant leader failed to prepare.
If the application chooses to abort the transaction rather than commit it, the client
sends abort to the coordinator. The coordinator may abort the transaction immediately,
without waiting for prepared messages from participant leaders.
Writeback Phase
The purpose of Carousel’s Writeback phase is to distribute the transaction’s updates and
commit decision to the participants. The coordinator initiates this phase by sending ( 13○)
a commit message to each participant leader. This message includes the transaction’s
commit decision and, if the transaction committed, its updates. Each participant leader
then replicates this information to its consensus group and returns an acknowledgment to
the coordinator. While the participants are updating their state, the coordinator replicates
the transaction commit decision to its consensus group. This is not necessary to ensure
that the transaction commits, but it simplifies recovery in the event of a coordinator failure.
The entire Writeback phase requires two wide-area network roundtrips. However, none of
this latency is exposed to the Carousel client application.
Prepare Phase
Carousel’s Prepare phase starts at the same time as the Read phase, and runs concurrently
with Read and Commit. When the application calls ReadAndPrepare, the Carousel client
piggybacks a prepare request on the read request that it sends to each participant leader.
The prepare request to each participant leader includes the transaction’s read and write
set for that partition, and also identifies the transaction coordinator.
When a participant leader receives a prepare request, it uses the transaction’s read and
write set information to check for conflicts with concurrent transactions. To do this, each
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participant leader maintains a list of pending (prepared, but not yet committed or aborted)
transactions, along with their read and write sets. The leader checks for read-write and
write-write conflicts between the new transaction and pending transactions. If there are
none, it adds the new transaction to its pending list, marks the new transaction as prepared,
and replicates ( 4○, 6○) the prepare decision, along with the new transaction’s read set,
write set, and read versions, to the participant followers in the partition’s consensus group.
Finally, the participant leader sends ( 9○, 10○) a prepared message to the transaction
coordinator. If the participant leader’s conflict checks do detect a conflict, it will fail to
prepare the transaction. In this case, it will replicate an abort decision to its consensus
group, and then send an abort message to the coordinator.
When the client piggybacks its prepare messages to the participant leaders, it also
sends a similar prepare message to the transaction coordinator. When it receives this
message, the coordinator replicates ( 2○) the transaction’s read set and write set to its
consensus group. This ensures that the coordinator is aware of all of the transaction’s
participants.
If there are no failures, the Prepare phase requires at most two wide-area network
roundtrips. One wide-area network roundtrip is required (in general) to send prepare
requests from the client to the participant leaders, and to return the participant leaders’
prepare decisions to the coordinator (which is located in the same datacenter as the client).
The second wide-area network roundtrip is required for each participant leader to replicate
its prepare decision to its consensus group. However, since the Prepare phase runs concur-
rently with the Read and Commit phases, each of which requires one wide-area network
roundtrip, the total number of wide-area network roundtrip delays observed by the client
is at most two.
3.2.2 Parallelizing 2PC and Consensus
In the basic Carousel transaction protocol, 2PC and consensus together require two wide-
area network roundtrips to complete Carousel’s Prepare phase. In this section, we introduce
Carousel’s Prepare Consensus (CPC) protocol, which can safely run in parallel with 2PC
while replicating the transaction’s internal state. This allows Carousel’s Prepare phase to
complete after one wide-area network roundtrip in many situations.
CPC borrows ideas from both Fast Paxos [66] and MDCC [60] to introduce a fast
path that can prepare a transaction in one wide-area network roundtrip if it succeeds.
However, the fast path may not succeed if the transaction is being prepared concurrently
with conflicting transactions. In this case, CPC must instead complete the Prepare phase
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using its slow path, which is just the Prepare phase in Carousel’s basic transaction protocol.
Unlike in Fast Paxos and MDCC where the slow path only starts after the fast path fails,
CPC executes both paths in parallel. As a result, CPC can prepare a transaction in at
most two wide-area network roundtrips when there are no failures.
We use an example in Figure 3.3 (a) to illustrate CPC when there are no conflicting
transactions. In CPC, a client sends ( 1○) a prepare request to every participant leader
and follower, which starts both the fast path and the slow path. Like in Carousel’s basic
transaction protocol, this request includes the transaction’s read and write keys. Upon re-
ceiving the prepare request, on the fast path, each participant will independently prepare
the transaction by checking read-write and write-write conflicts with concurrent transac-
tions. To do this, each participant maintains a persistent list of pending transactions along
with their read and write keys. This list is called a pending-transaction list. If there are no
conflicts, a participant will send ( 2○) a prepared message to the coordinator; otherwise,
the participant will send an abort message. Meanwhile, on the slow path, the participant
leader replicates ( 3○) its prepare result to its consensus group.
On the fast path, the coordinator can determine a participant partition’s prepare deci-
sion for a transaction if both of the following conditions are satisfied:
1. It receives the same prepare decision from a supermajority 2 of the consensus group
members, where every member in the supermajority is up-to-date.
2. The participant leader must be part of the supermajority.
A group member is up-to-date if (a) it uses the same data versions to prepare the
transaction as the participant leader; and (b) it is in the same term as the participant
leader. A term is defined in Raft [91] as a period of time when a consensus group has
the same leader, and it changes when a new leader is elected. The data versions and
the term information are also stored in each participant’s pending-transaction list. These
requirements are needed to tolerate leader failures, which we will describe in Section 3.2.3.
Furthermore, the need for the participant leader to be part of the supermajority stems
from the requirement that CPC must safely run the fast path in parallel with the slow
path. Specifically, CPC ensures that if the fast path succeeds, the fast path and the slow
path will arrive at the same prepare decision, which is the participant leader’s decision.
2A supermajority consists of ⌈ 3
2
f⌉+1 members from a consensus group that has total 2f +1 members.
This supermajority size is required for the consensus group to agree on an operation in one network




Figure 3.3: An example of CPC
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In the case where both of these conditions are satisfied for a participant partition, and
the supermajority of the participants have chosen to prepare the transaction, the coordi-
nator considers ( 4○) the transaction to be prepared on the partition. Under the same two
conditions, if the supermajority of the participants abort the transaction, the coordinator
considers that the partition aborts the transaction. By sending prepare requests directly
to every participant, CPC can determine if a transaction is prepared on a participant par-
tition in one wide-area network roundtrip when both conditions are satisfied; that is, the
fast path succeeds. For a partition where the fast path succeeds, the coordinator simply
drops ( 5○) the response from the slow path. Finally, on the slow path, the participant
leader completes ( 6○) replicating its prepare result to the participant followers, which can
be done asynchronously and is not on the critical path.
For cases where multiple conflicting transactions are concurrently processed, it is pos-
sible for the transactions to not satisfy the two conditions. In this scenario, the fast path
fails for the transactions, and the coordinator waits for the response from the slow path
that executes in parallel with the fast path. We now use Figure 3.3 (b) to illustrate the
case when the fast path fails because of conflicting transactions. The first three steps
for this case are the same as the first three steps for the non-conflicting transaction case.
However, in this example, the coordinator does not receive the same prepare decision from
a supermajority of participants from the same partition. It must then wait for a response
from the participant leader executing the slow path. Once it receives ( 5○) the slow-path
response, it uses the participant leader’s prepare decision as the partition’s decision. Just
as in the non-conflicting case, the participant leader completes ( 6○) replicating its prepare
decision to its followers.
3.2.3 Handling Failures
To meet the fault tolerance and availability demands of large-scale distributed applications,
Carousel must provide uninterrupted operations (with reduced performance) even with up
to f simultaneous replica failures in a single partition. In this section, we describe in turn
how Carousel handles client, follower, and leader failures.
Client Failures
While executing a transaction, the client sends periodic heartbeat messages to the coordi-
nator of the transaction. Until the coordinator receives a commit message from the client,
it will abort the transaction if it fails to receive h consecutive heartbeat messages from
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the client. After receiving the client’s commit message, the coordinator will attempt to
commit the transaction even if the client fails before the transaction completes.
Follower Failures
Carousel uses Raft to handle follower failures. Raft can operate without blocking with up
to f follower failures. Therefore, Carousel can execute a transaction with up to f follower
failures in a partition.
Leader Failures
In Carousel’s basic protocol, the state of each participant leader is replicated to its con-
sensus group using Raft [91] after each state change and before the state change has been
made visible to the coordinator. As a result, in the event of a participant leader failure,
Raft will elect a new participant leader for the partition, and the new participant leader
has all of the necessary state information to continue processing its pending transactions.
Handling a participant leader failure during the Prepare phase of a transaction is more
complicated when using Carousel’s Prepare Consensus (CPC) protocol that overlaps con-
sensus with 2PC. This is due to the need for a newly elected participant leader to arrive
at the same prepare decisions that may have been exposed to the coordinator via the fast
path. For example, the coordinator has determined a transaction to be prepared via the
fast path, but the participant leader fails before starting to replicate its prepare result to
its consensus group. In this case, the new participant leader must reliably replicate the
same prepare result to its consensus group because the coordinator may have decided to
commit the transaction and have notified the client. To achieve this, CPC introduces a
failure-handling protocol that builds on both Raft’s leader election protocol and the fail-
ure handling approach in Fast Paxos [66]. Specifically, the failure-handling protocol for a
participant leader consists of the following steps:
1. Leader Election. To elect a new leader, Carousel extends Raft’s leader election protocol
by making each participant piggyback its pending-transaction list on its vote message. The
new leader will use the lists to determine which transactions could have been prepared via
the fast path. Specifically, a coordinator considers a transaction to be prepared on a
partition if the fast path of CPC succeeds. The new leader will buffer requests from clients
and coordinators until it completes the failure-handling protocol.
2. Completing replications. Before determining which transactions have been prepared via
the fast path, the new leader first completes replicating any uncommitted log entries in its
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consensus log to its followers, which follows Raft’s log replication procedure. Raft’s leader
election protocol guarantees that the new leader has the latest log entries. By replicating
these log entries, the new leader ensures that its consensus group has reliably stored the
prepare results of slow-path prepared transactions, which are transactions that have been
already partially replicated by the failed leader to its consensus group using the slow path.
3. Examining pending-transaction lists. If a pending transaction has been prepared via the
fast path, which we call a fast-path prepared transaction, the new leader must arrive at the
same prepare decision. The new leader does not know for certain whether the fast path has
succeeded for a transaction. Therefore, in order to determine if a transaction could have
been prepared via the fast path, the new leader examines the pending-transaction lists
taken from the vote messages that it received from a majority of participants, where each
participant in the majority has voted for it during leader election. A fast-path prepared
transaction must have been prepared on a supermajority (⌈3
2
f⌉ + 1) of the participants
including the failed leader. With up to f participant failures, the transaction must be in at
least a majority of f +1 pending-transaction lists. As a result, the new leader only selects
f +1 pending-transaction lists for further examination. A transaction could potentially be
a fast-path prepared transaction if it is prepared with the same data versions and in the
same term (see Section 3.2.2) in at least a majority of the f+1 lists. As we need to examine
every transaction in the f + 1 lists, the complexity of computing the potentially prepared
transactions that use the fast path will be O(fk), where k is the number of transactions
in the largest list. k is bounded by the system load, which typically ranges from tens of
transactions to thousands of transactions per second. f is usually one (or two) since most
applications use only three (or five) replicas.
4. Detecting conflicts. If a transaction satisfies the condition in step 3, it still may not have
been actually prepared via the fast path. One reason is that the failed leader may have
decided not to prepare the transaction. Instead, it decided to prepare other conflicting
transactions. Also, the pending-transaction lists include the data versions that the trans-
action depends on. If the versions are stale, the transaction must not have been prepared
via the fast path because the leader always has the latest data versions. Therefore, the new
leader should not only consider each transaction individually but also examine all pending
transactions to exclude the transactions that conflict with the slow-path prepared transac-
tions or are prepared based on stale data versions. For every potential fast-path prepared
transaction in step 3, if the transaction does not conflict with the slow-path prepared
transactions determined in step 2, and it is prepared based on the latest data versions,
then the new leader considers the transaction to be a fast-path prepared transaction. The
complexity of this process will be O(mn), where m and n are the number of potentially pre-
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pared transactions using the fast path and the number of slow-path prepared transactions,
respectively. Both m and n are bounded by the system load.
5. Replicating fast-path prepared transactions. For all of the fast-path prepared transactions
in step 4, the new leader replicates their prepare results to its consensus group. Once
the replication is finished, the failure-handling protocol completes. The new leader can
now process requests from clients and coordinators, including those that were buffered
previously.
Carousel also replicates the state of coordinators to their respective consensus groups
using Raft. However, the coordinator reveals its commit decision to the client before it
replicates its decision. This is because the coordinator’s commit decision is based entirely
on the client’s commit request and write data, which it has already replicated to its con-
sensus group members, and the participant leaders’ prepare phase responses, which have
been replicated to their respective consensus groups. In the event of a coordinator failure,
the failed coordinator’s consensus group will elect a new coordinator. The new coordinator
will reacquire the prepare responses from the participant leaders. The prepare responses
together with the saved write data allow the new coordinator to arrive at the same commit
decision as the previous coordinator.
Network Partitions
A network partition within a consensus group splits the group into two subsets, and a
node in a subset cannot communicate with any node in the other subset. In Carousel, only
the subset that has at least a majority of nodes can continue its service. This subset will
consider nodes in other subsets as having failed, handling these failed nodes in the same
way as we have described in follower and leader failures.
Network partitions between consensus groups are unlikely to happen in Carousel be-
cause the replicas of each partition are distributed across geographically different datacen-
ters. If the whole consensus group of a partition is totally isolated from any other site
in the system, any transactions that access the partition will stall until the network has
recovered.
3.2.4 Optimizations
This section describes two additional optimizations for Carousel to reduce its transaction
completion time. One optimization allows clients to read data from local replicas, and the
other optimization targets reducing the completion time for read-only transactions.
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Reading from Local Replicas
In practice, a participant leader may not be the closest replica to the client. A participant
follower may be in the client’s datacenter while the participant leader is in a different
datacenter. Allowing a client to read data from a participant follower that is in the same
datacenter will reduce the read latency by avoiding a wide-area network roundtrip to the
participant leader.
To support reading data from a local replica, Carousel’s client-side library will send
a read request to the participant follower that is located in the client’s datacenter while
sending read and prepare requests to the remote participant leader. After receiving a read
request, the participant follower returns its read data to the client. The client uses the
first return value that it receives from the participant follower or the participant leader.
The data read from a participant follower may be stale. To guarantee serializability, the
coordinator determines if the read data is stale. Specifically, the client’s commit request to
the coordinator will include the read versions received from the participant follower, and
participant leaders carry their read versions on their prepare responses to the coordinator.
The coordinator uses the read versions to determine whether the client has read stale data.
If the client has read stale data, the coordinator will abort the transaction. Using the same
approach, Carousel can also support reading from any replica, such as reading from the
closest replica when there is no local replica.
By using Carousel’s Prepare Consensus (CPC) protocol and reading data from local
replicas, Carousel can complete a transaction in one wide-area network roundtrip if all of
the participant partitions have replicas in the client’s datacenter.
Read-only Transactions
In practice, read-only transactions are common. Carousel follows Spanner in using times-
tamps to complete read-only transactions in one network roundtrip. Instead of relying
on Spanner’s TrueTime API, Carousel keeps multiple versions of each data record, where
the version number is based on a monotonically increasing timestamp. For a read-write
transaction, each participant returns a timestamp that is larger than the timestamps of
the data records accessed by the transaction as part of its prepare result to the coordina-
tor. The coordinator uses the largest received timestamp as the commit timestamp of the
transaction.
In contrast, for a read-only transaction, the client assigns the transaction timestamp and
sends read requests directly to participant leaders. Upon receiving a read-only transaction,
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a participant leader will read the version of the requested data with the largest timestamp
that is smaller than the transaction’s timestamp. If the transaction has conflicts with
concurrent read-write transactions, or its timestamp is larger than the timestamp that the
leader will assign for a future read-write transaction, the leader will abort the transaction.
The client completes the transaction when it receives all the required data. The transaction
is aborted if the client receives an abort from a participant leader.
3.3 Implementation
We have implemented a prototype of Carousel’s basic transaction protocol and Carousel’s
Prepare Consensus (CPC) protocol using the Go language. Our implementation also in-
cludes the optimizations for reading data from local replicas and read-only transactions.
The implementation consists of about 3,500 lines of code for the protocols. Our proto-
type builds on an in-memory key-value store and uses gRPC [42] to implement the RPC
functions for data servers. Although we extend an open-source implementation [37] of
Raft [91] to manage replicas for each partition, we do not implement fault tolerance in our
prototype.
Our evaluation (see Section 3.4) studies two versions of Carousel: Carousel Basic,
which uses Carousel’s basic transaction protocol, and Carousel Fast, which uses CPC and
supports reading data from local replicas. Both Carousel Basic and Carousel Fast include
the optimization for read-only transactions.
3.4 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Carousel Basic and Carousel Fast by comparing their per-
formance with TAPIR [118], which represents the current state-of-the-art in low-latency
distributed transaction processing systems. Our experiments are primarily performed us-
ing our prototype implementation running on Amazon EC2. We also perform experiments
on a local cluster to evaluate the throughput and network utilization of the three systems.
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
We deploy our prototype on Amazon EC2 instances across 5 datacenters in different geo-
graphical regions: US West (Oregon), US East (N. Virginia), Europe (Frankfurt), Australia
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US East Euro Asia Australia
US West 73 166 102 161
US East - 88 172 205
Euro - - 235 290
Asia - - - 115
Table 3.1: Network roundtrip delays (ms) between different datacenters
(Sydney), and Asia (Tokyo). Table 3.1 shows the network roundtrip delays between the
different datacenters. Our Amazon EC2 deployment uses c4.2xlarge instances, each of
which has 8 virtual CPU cores and 15 GB of memory. We configure the systems under
evaluation to use 5 partitions with a replication factor of 3, resulting in deployments with
a total of 15 servers. In our configuration, each datacenter contains at most one replica per
partition. This ensures that a datacenter failure would cause partitions to lose at most one
replica. Servers are uniformly distributed across the 5 datacenters so that each datacenter
contains 3 partitions of data. One server in each datacenter is a partition leader to one
of the partitions. To drive our workload, we deploy 4 machines per datacenter (the same
datacenters as the servers) running 5 clients per machine.
In order to evaluate the performance of TAPIR, we use the open-source implementa-
tion [107] provided by TAPIR’s authors. We had to modify the implementation to allow
TAPIR to issue multiple independent read requests concurrently from the same transac-
tion. We have verified that our changes do not affect TAPIR’s performance.
3.4.2 Workloads
We evaluate our system using two different workloads. The first workload is Retwis [68],
which consists of transactions for a Twitter-like system. These transactions perform opera-
tions such as adding users, following users, getting timelines, and posting tweets, with each
transaction touching an average of 4.5 keys. The second workload is YCSB+T [34], which
extends the YCSB key-value store benchmark [25] to support transactions. In our eval-
uation, each YCSB+T transaction consists of 4 read-modify-write operations that access
different keys. Both Retwis and YCSB+T were used by TAPIR [118] to evaluate their sys-
tem. We configure the workloads based on TAPIR’s published configurations. For Retwis,
this includes using the distribution of transaction types from TAPIR; the distribution of
transaction types is reproduced in Table 3.2.
For both workloads, we populate Carousel Basic, Carousel Fast, and TAPIR with 10
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Transaction Type # gets # puts workload%
Add User 1 3 5%
Follow/Unfollow 2 2 15%
Post Tweet 3 5 30%
Load Timeline rand(1, 10) 0 50%
Table 3.2: Transaction profile for Retwis from TAPIR [118]











Figure 3.4: Latency CDF for the Retwis workload
million keys. Each client can only have one outstanding transaction at a time. The
popularity distribution of the keys follow a Zipfian distribution with a coefficient of 0.75.
We run each experiment for 90 seconds and exclude the results from the first and last
30 seconds of the experiment. We repeat each experiment 10 times and show the 95%
confidence intervals of the data points using error bars.
3.4.3 Retwis Amazon EC2 Experiments
We now evaluate the performance of the different systems using the Retwis workload. Fig-
ure 3.4 shows the CDF of latencies for Carousel Basic, Carousel Fast, and TAPIR with each
system receiving 200 transactions per second (tps). We use a relatively light transaction
load to focus on the performance of the system when network latency, rather than resource
contention, is the primary latency source. Furthermore, many applications only require
a low to moderate throughput of transactions that access data partitions across different
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regions. For example, most operations in Google F1 only access one partition [26]. We
will later evaluate the performance of these systems under a heavy load in our through-
put experiments in Section 3.4.4. The CDF shows that both Carousel Fast and Carousel
Basic have lower latencies than TAPIR over the entire distribution. TAPIR has a median
latency of 334 ms compared to 232 ms for Carousel Fast and 290 ms for Carousel Basic.
The performance gap widens at higher percentiles.
There are several reasons why Carousel Fast and Carousel Basic have lower latencies
than TAPIR:
• Both versions of Carousel require a maximum of only two wide-area network
roundtrips to complete a transaction in the absence of failures, while TAPIR can
require as many as three wide-area network roundtrips.
• 50% of the Retwis workload consists of read-only transactions. Our read-only trans-
action optimization allows both versions of Carousel to complete a read-only trans-
action in just one wide-area network roundtrip.
• TAPIR waits for a fast path timeout before it begins its slow path to commit a
transaction. This can result in long tail latencies.
• TAPIR does not allow a client to issue a transaction that potentially conflicts with its
own previous transaction until the previous transaction has been fully committed on
TAPIR servers. This increases the transaction completion time for a small number
of transactions.
Carousel Fast has a lower latency than Carousel Basic due to its fast path, which
allows it to complete its Prepare phase in one wide-area network roundtrip. This fast path
benefits any transactions where the combined latency of the Read and Commit phases is
lower than the latency of the Prepare phase using the slow path. This can occur when
the wide-area network latencies from the client to the participant leaders are higher than
the latencies between the coordinator and its consensus group followers. Furthermore, for
transactions where local replicas are available for all of the keys in the transaction read
set, the Read phase only has to perform local read operations. Therefore, Carousel Fast
can complete each of these transactions in just one wide-area network roundtrip.
3.4.4 Retwis Local Cluster Experiments
In addition to running experiments on Amazon EC2, we conduct experiments on our local
cluster to compare the throughput and network utilization of the different systems. We
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Figure 3.5: Committed throughput versus target throughput
simulate 5 geographically distributed datacenters by using the Linux traffic control utility
to introduce network latencies between groups of machines. Our local cluster consists of 15
machines (3 per simulated datacenter) used for Carousel or TAPIR servers, and up to 40
machines (8 per simulated datacenter) used for clients to issue transactions. Each machine
has 64 GB of memory, a 200 GB Intel S3700 SSD, and two Intel Xeon E5-2620 processors
with a total of 12 cores running at 2.1 GHz. The machines are connected to a 1 Gbps
Ethernet network. We use our local cluster for these experiments because experiments
that require high throughput between a large number of geographically distributed servers
are prohibitively expensive to run on Amazon EC2.
We use the same Retwis workload as in our Amazon EC2 experiments. We also con-
figure Carousel Basic, Carousel Fast, and TAPIR to use the same system parameters as
those used in our Amazon EC2 deployment. However, instead of using TC to introduce
network latencies between datacenters based on Amazon EC2 latencies, we introduce a 5
ms latency between simulated datacenters. This choice of network latency allows us to
reach the systems’ peak throughput using the 40 available client machines.
Throughput
We examine the throughput of the systems under evaluation by increasing the target
transaction rate (i.e., target throughput) of the clients, while measuring the number of
committed transactions per second, which we call its committed throughput. Figure 3.5
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Figure 3.6: Abort rate versus target throughput
shows that Carousel Basic, Carousel Fast, and TAPIR are all able to satisfy a target
throughput of approximately 5000 tps. Past that point, TAPIR is unable to meet the
target throughput. It experiences excessive queuing of pending transactions at the TAPIR
servers, resulting in a precipitous drop in its committed throughput. One reason is
that the TAPIR implementation has less parallelism in processing concurrent transactions
compared to Carousel. Furthermore, as the queuing delay results in higher transaction
completion time, data contention at servers increases as well, causing more transactions to
read stale data and get aborted.
Carousel Basic’s committed throughput only begins to drop below the target through-
put at approximately 8000 tps. Its committed throughput continues to increase as we in-
crease the target throughput to 10000 tps. Carousel Basic can achieve a higher committed
throughput than TAPIR due to lower transaction latencies, which results in reduced data
contention at the server for the same throughput. Carousel Fast’s committed throughput
falls below the target throughput earlier than Carousel Basic, leveling off at approximately
8000 tps. This is because Carousel Fast runs fast path and slow path in parallel, resulting
in transaction coordinators (i.e., partition leaders) needing to process more messages per
transaction than Carousel Basic. Because the target throughput of 10000 tps required
using all of our available machines, we were not able to test higher loads.
Figure 3.6 shows that TAPIR experiences a sharp increase in its abort rate when the
target throughput is above 5000 tps, which is at the same rate when it sees a drop in its
committed throughput. Figure 3.6 also shows that Carousel Fast’s abort rate is higher
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Leader/TAPIR server Send Rate
Leader/TAPIR server Receive Rate
Follower Send Rate
Follower Receive Rate
Figure 3.7: Bandwidth used at a target throughput of 5000 tps
than Carousel Basic’s. At a target throughput of 8000 tps, Carousel Fast’s and Carousel
Basic’s abort rate are 9% and 7%, respectively. This is due to Carousel Fast reading local
replicas, which may read stale data and cause transactions to abort.
Network Utilization
For us to understand the network bandwidth requirement of the different systems, we
measure their bandwidth usage at a target throughput of 5000 tps, which is approximately
TAPIR’s peak throughput. Figure 3.7 shows the average bandwidth usage of the three
systems broken down into the send and receive rates of the clients and servers. For the two
Carousel systems, we further distinguish the servers between leaders and followers. The
results show that TAPIR clients require more network bandwidth than Carousel Basic and
Fast clients. However, Carousel Basic and Fast servers, especially the leaders, require more
network bandwidth than TAPIR servers. This is because Carousel Basic and Fast replicate
both 2PC state and data to their consensus groups. Also, in this experiment, a partition
leader in Carousel serves as a transaction coordinator, which replicates the transaction’s
write data to its followers before disseminating the data to participants in the transaction.
Although both Carousel Basic and Fast require more bandwidth than TAPIR, at less than
70 Mbps, the network is not a resource bottleneck even when they are running at TAPIR’s
peak throughput. In addition, Carousel Fast requires more bandwidth than Carousel
Basic since Carousel Fast performs both fast path and slow path concurrently. This allows
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Figure 3.8: Latency CDF for the YCSB+T workload
Carousel Fast not to sequentially start the slow path after the fast path fails, resulting in
lower transaction completion time.
3.4.5 YCSB+T Experiments
In the next set of experiments, we use the YCSB+T workload to evaluate the performance
of the different systems. Similar to our previous experiments using the Retwis workload,
we study the systems under a target throughput of 200 tps to focus on the performance of
the system when wide-area network latencies are the dominant latency source. Figure 3.8
shows the CDF of the latencies for Carousel Basic, Carousel Fast, and TAPIR. Much like
in the Retwis experiments, Carousel Fast has lower latencies than the other two systems
across the entire distribution. This is due to its fast path that allows it to complete its
Prepare phase in a single wide-area network roundtrip.
Carousel Basic’s median latency when servicing the YCSB+T workload is 400 ms com-
pared to just 290 ms in the Retwis workload. This shift in latency is mainly due to the
difference in transaction types between the two workloads. YCSB+T consists of only
read-modify-write transactions, whereas 50% of Retwis’ transactions are read-only. With-
out read-only transactions, Carousel Basic does not benefit from its read-only transaction
optimization, and always requires two wide-area network roundtrips to complete a trans-
action in the absence of failures.
TAPIR has a lower median latency than Carousel Basic because its fast path allows
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it to reduce its transaction completion time if local replicas are available for keys in its
transaction set. This was not evident in the Retwis workload because Carousel Basic’s read
optimization was able to more than make up the difference. In the case where local replicas
are available for all of a transaction’s read set, TAPIR can complete the transaction in just
one wide-area network roundtrip. However, when there is data contention and fast path
execution is not possible, TAPIR must fall back to its slow path, resulting in transaction
execution that requires three wide-area network roundtrips to complete. This explains
TAPIR’s longer tail latencies compared to those for Carousel Basic.
As can be seen from our experiments with both the Retwis and YCSB+T workloads, our
Carousel Fast prototype offers significant latency reductions when compared with TAPIR.
For the Retwis workload, TAPIR has a 44% higher median latency than Carousel Fast,
where the latencies are 334 and 232 ms, respectively. For the YCSB+T workload, TAPIR
has a 30% higher median latency than Carousel Fast (337 and 259 ms respectively).
3.5 Chapter Summary
Many large-scale distributed applications service global users that produce and consume
data. Geographically distributed database systems, like Spanner and CockroachDB, se-
quentially execute different parts in transaction processing. This requires multiple wide-
area network roundtrips to commit a distributed transaction, which causes high latency.
To reduce the latency, this thesis introduces Carousel, a system that executes 2PC and
consensus in parallel with reads and writes for 2FI transactions. Carousel’s basic trans-
action protocol can execute and commit a transaction in at most two wide-area network
roundtrips in the absence of failures.
Furthermore, Carousel introduces a prepare consensus protocol that can complete the
prepare phase in one wide-area network roundtrip by parallelizing the 2PC and consensus.
This enables Carousel to complete a transaction in one wide-area network roundtrip in the
common case if the transaction only accesses data with replicas in the client’s datacenter.
Our experimental evaluation using Amazon EC2 demonstrates that in a geographically dis-
tributed environment spanning 5 regions, Carousel can achieve significantly lower latencies




Many applications rely on state machine replication (SMR) to tolerate failures. Most SMR
implementations use a consensus protocol to ensure that the replicas agree on the order of
state updates. In a leader-based consensus protocol, a client has to wait for two network
roundtrips to learn whether its request has been committed. This introduces significant
delays, especially when the client is geographically distant from the leader. Fast Paxos
was introduced to reduce the number of network roundtrips to just one by having clients
directly contact every replica. However, concurrent client requests may arrive at replicas
in different orders, requiring the protocol to fall back to a slow path.
This chapter introduces Domino, a low-latency SMR protocol for wide-area networks
(WANs). Domino uses network measurements to predict the expected arrival time of
a client request to each of its replicas, and assigns a future timestamp to the request
indicating when the last replica from the supermajority quorum should have received the
request. With accurate arrival time predictions and in the absence of failures, Domino can
always commit a request in a single network roundtrip using a Fast Paxos-like protocol by
ordering the requests based on their timestamps.
Additionally, depending on the network geometry between the client and replica servers,
a leader-based consensus protocol can have a lower commit latency than Fast Paxos even
without conflicting requests. Domino supports both leader-based consensus and Fast
Paxos-like consensus in different cycles of the same deployment. Each Domino client can
independently choose which to use based on recent network measurement data to minimize
the commit latency for its requests.
Domino’s performance depends on the stability of network delays between datacenters.
The rest of this chapter will first describe our measurements of inter-datacenter network
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delays on Microsoft Azure, showing that the delays are relatively stable and can be used
to predict the current behaviour of the network. It will also present the impact of network
geometry on the commit latency of different protocols, describe Domino’s design in details,
and provide our experimental results on Microsoft Azure.
4.1 Inter-Datacenter Network Delays
Modern cloud providers, such as Microsoft Azure [81], AWS [7], and GCP [43], support
private network peering between virtual machines in different datacenters. In such a private
network, network traffic only traverses the cloud provider’s backbone infrastructure instead
of being handed off to the public Internet, which should reduce the variability of network
delays. This section will describe our network delay measurements between datacenters on
Azure, and show that recent network measurements can be used to estimate the one-way
delays between datacenters.
Our measurements include 6 Azure datacenters in different global locations, Washington
(WA), Virginia (VA), Paris (PR), New South Wales (NSW), Singapore (SG), and Hong
Kong (HK). We use a Standard D4 v3 VM instance at each datacenter, and each instance
runs a client and a server. We implement the client and server in the GO language, and we
use gRPC [42] to provide communication between a client and server. Our measurements
last for 24 hours. For every 10 ms, a client invokes an RPC request to the server in every
other datacenter. The server returns its timestamp in its RPC response, and the client
records the RPC completion time. The measured delay includes the network roundtrip
delay between the client and server and the RPC processing delay. Since each VM instance
is under light load in our measurements, the RPC processing delay is negligible compared
to the network propagation delay between datacenters. In the rest of this section, we
assume the measured delay is equivalent to the network roundtrip delay.
Figure 4.1 shows the network roundtrip delay from VA to WA, PR, and NSW, re-
spectively. The variance of the network roundtrip delay is relatively small compared to
the minimum measured delay which is dominated by the network propagation delay. The
network roundtrip delays between other datacenters show a similar pattern in our mea-
surements. We have also measured the network roundtrip delays between 9 datacenters at
different locations in North America, and the results also show a small variance of network
delays between these datacenters. The data traces and the scripts to parse the traces are
publicly available online [3, 1, 2].
As shown by our measurements, the network roundtrip delay between datacenters is
relatively stable in most cases. We next look more closely at whether recent network
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Figure 4.1: Network roundtrip delays with the host datacenter in Virginia (VA)
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Figure 4.2: Network roundtrip delays between VA and WA
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Figure 4.3: Correct prediction rate
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delay information would be a good source to estimate the current network roundtrip delay.
Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of our measured delays from VA to WA for a 1 min
duration starting from the 12th hour in our measurements. Each box in the figure consists
of the measured delays in the past one second, and two adjacent boxes have an overlap of
half a second. The whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentile network roundtrip delay.
As shown in the figure, the variance of the network roundtrip delays is small during a
short period of time. Our analysis demonstrates that the network roundtrip delay between
datacenters is relatively stable, and it is possible to predict the current behaviour of the
network based on recent network measurement data.
Stable network delays are important since Domino clients need to predict the arrival
time of their requests at the replicas when they uses Domino’s Fast Paxos-like consensus.
Clients perform periodic one-way delay (OWD) measurements to the replicas, and use the
n-th percentile value in the past time period (i.e., window size) to predict request arrival
times. We will describe the details of our OWD measurement scheme in Section 4.3.4. As
Domino only requires a request to arrive at a replica before the request’s timestamp to
achieve low commit latency, we consider an arrival-time prediction to be correct as long as
the actual arrival time is equal to or smaller than the predicted timestamp.
For our data traces from VA to WA, Figure 4.3 shows the correct prediction rate using
different window sizes and percentile values for estimating a request’s arrival time. The
figure shows that using the 95th percentile latency with a small window size of one second
is sufficient to achieve a high prediction rate. We further analyze the effectiveness of our
approach across different physical paths and latencies by breaking down the results by
the geographical regions of the client and server. We find that the correct prediction rate
ranges from 93.86% (NSW to PR) to 94.86% (SG to HK) and is largely independent of
where the client and server are located.
4.2 Impact of Network Geometry
Depending on the network geometry, some clients may have lower commit latency by using
Fast Paxos than a leader-based protocol, and some other clients may have the opposite
results even in the absence of conflicting requests. This is because a Fast Paxos client must
receive a response from a supermajority of replicas, whereas a Multi-Paxos leader only
needs to receive a response from a majority of replicas. Figure 4.4 shows an example where
Multi-Paxos has lower commit latency than Fast Paxos, even if Fast Paxos successfully uses












Figure 4.4: Multi-Paxos (30 ms) versus Fast Paxos (35 ms)
Paxos is only 30 ms as it only requires agreement from R1 and R2, while the commit
latency for Fast Paxos is 35 ms as it requires agreement from all three replicas.
In a deployment where replicas are located at every datacenter, a client for a multi-
leader consensus protocol (e.g., EPaxos and Mencius) can always send requests locally
to a replica located in the same datacenter. These requests can be committed in one
WAN roundtrip and experience lower commit latency than using Fast Paxos. However,
as the number of datacenters increases, fully replicating data to every datacenter can be
prohibitively expensive. Also, the latency to replicate requests would increase with the
number of replicas since a quorum of replicas are needed to complete the replication. A
study [8] from Facebook shows that many of its applications will maintain three or five
data replicas while requests can originate from datacenters in other geographic regions.
Given our delay measurement data in Section 4.1, we analyze how often a client can have
lower commit latency by using Fast Paxos than Multi-Paxos and Mencius. Our analysis
consists of 6 Azure datacenters and uses the average network roundtrip delays between the
datacenters, which are shown in Table 4.1.
In our analysis, we use three datacenters for the locations of three replicas, and we
use one datacenter for a client. We iterate over all possible locations of the replicas and
the client to compare the commit latency of the three protocols. We randomly select a
replica to be the leader for Multi-Paxos, and we make the client send its request to the
closest replica in Mencius. Our results show that Fast Paxos has lower commit latency
than Mencius and Multi-Paxos for 32.5% and 70.8% of the cases, respectively.
These results show that the best consensus protocol to use depends on the network
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WA PR NSW SG HK
VA 67 80 196 214 196
WA - 136 175 163 141
PR - - 234 149 185
NSW - - - 87 117
SG - - - - 35
Table 4.1: Network roundtrip delays (ms) between datacenters
geometry. Instead of simply using one protocol, Domino adopts both Fast Paxos and a
leader-based protocol, and allows a client to dynamically choose which protocol to use
based on network measurement data.
4.3 Architecture
Domino is a protocol for state machine replication (SMR) in WANs. It aims to achieve low
commit latency, where operations are replicated and ordered but may not yet have been
executed. Commit latency is important to most use cases of SMR while execution latency
is only important to some use cases. For example, a common use of SMR is to order and
execute operations in logging systems that modify the state machine, but often have no
return values. For such an operation, a client would only need to wait until it is committed.
The execution of the operation can be performed asynchronously. Furthermore, execution
latency can be masked in many ways, such as through application-level reordering.
To achieve low commit latency, Domino has two subsystems, Domino’s Fast Paxos
(DFP) and Domino’s Mencius (DM), which execute in parallel. Each subsystem indepen-
dently commits client requests, and Domino applies a global order for all of the committed
requests in both DFP and DM. This section will first describe Domino’s assumptions, and
then it will give the details of the Domino protocol.
4.3.1 Assumptions
Domino has the following requirements and usage model assumptions.
Fault tolerance. Domino targets the crash failure model. It requires 2f + 1 replicas
to tolerate up to f simultaneous replica failures.
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Inter-datacenter private network. Domino assumes that replicas and clients (i.e.,
application servers) are connected within an inter-datacenter private network. This is
practical in modern datacenters. Microsoft Azure, for example, provides global virtual
network peering [82] to connect virtual machines across datacenters in a private network,
and the network traffic is always on Microsoft’s backbone infrastructure instead of being
handed off to the public Internet. Such a network provides more stable and predictable
network delays between datacenters than the public Internet.
Asynchronous FIFO network channels. Domino requires a FIFO network channel
between replicas. To achieve this, Domino uses TCP as its network transport protocol.
Clock synchronization. Domino assumes that clients and replicas have loosely syn-
chronized clocks. A network time protocol, like NTP [83], can achieve loosely clock syn-
chronization in WANs. A severe clock skew will only affect Domino’s performance instead
of correctness.
4.3.2 Overview of Domino
A deployment of Domino consists of a set of replica servers (i.e., replicas) that are running
in datacenters. Domino uses a request log to store client operations that it applies to the
replicated state machine. At a log position, Domino runs one consensus instance to ensure
that the same request is in the same log position across all replicas. Consensus instances
will run in parallel, and they can use different consensus protocols.
Domino pre-classifies its log positions into two subsets, and it uses two different subsys-
tems, Domino’s Fast Paxos (DFP) and Domino’s Mencius (DM) to manage the two subsets,
respectively. DFP uses a Fast Paxos consensus instance (i.e., DFP instance) for each of
its log positions, and DM uses an extension of Mencius for its log positions. Domino’s log
order defines a global order for DFP’s and DM’s consensus instances. DFP and DM can
independently commit client requests in their log positions.
Domino’s clients are application servers that are also running in datacenters, and a
client can be in a different datacenter from the replicas. A client uses a Domino client
library to propose a request. In the rest of this chapter, a client refers to a Domino client
library unless specified otherwise.
In order to achieve low commit latency, Domino clients estimate the commit latency
of using DFP and DM and select the one with the lower latency. A client periodically
measures its network roundtrip delays and estimates its one-way delays to the replicas. It
will use its measurements to estimate the commit latency of using DFP and DM. We will
describe the details of choosing between DFP and DM later in Section 4.3.6.
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4.3.3 Domino’s Fast Paxos
In this section, we introduce Domino’s Fast Paxos (DFP), a practical way of using Fast
Paxos to implement state machine replication. In order to achieve low commit latency,
DFP aims to increase the likelihood that DFP instances succeed in using the fast path to
commit client requests. DFP makes a client estimate the arrival time of its request to a
supermajority of replicas, and it assigns this future timestamp to the request. By ordering
requests based on their timestamps, replicas will accept the requests in the same order,
and DFP will commit the requests via the fast path.
Instead of dynamically ordering requests based on their timestamps, DFP pre-associates
each of its log positions with a real-clock time (i.e., timestamp) in an ascending order.
When a replica receives a client request, it will try to accept the request by using the
consensus instance at the log position that has the request’s timestamp. DFP by default
uses nanosecond-level timestamps, where there will be one billion log positions within a
single second. The probability that two concurrent requests have the same timestamp is
low when the target throughput is only tens of thousands requests per second. This reduces
the likelihood that two requests collide in one consensus instance, in which case DFP has
to use the slow path to commit the requests. As a result, this increases the chances DFP
commits requests via the fast path and achieves low commit latency.
Common Cases
When a client proposes a request, it will assign the request with a timestamp indicating a
DFP’s log position. The timestamp is the request’s arrival time at a supermajority of the
replicas. We will describe how a client uses network measurements to estimate its request’s
arrival time at replicas in Section 4.3.4.
The client will send its request and the assigned timestamp to every replica. Once
a replica receives the request, it uses the timestamp to identify the log position for the
request. It will serve as an acceptor in the consensus instance for that position to accept
the request. DFP makes the client serve as a learner of the consensus instance. DFP
also has a replica, the DFP coordinator, to be the learner of all of its consensus instances.
The DFP coordinator is the replica that is required by Fast Paxos’ coordinated recovery
protocol [66] to handle request collisions. We will describe the collision handling later in
this section.
As shown in Figure 4.5, we will use an example to describe the message flow of a DFP
















Figure 4.5: An example of DFP’s fast path
to refer to the corresponding numbered points in the message flow illustrated in Figure 4.5.
In the example, there are a total of three replicas. A client sends ( 1○) its request to every
replica.
Once a replica receives the request, it accepts the request and sends ( 2○ - 4○) its
acceptance decision to the client and the coordinator. When the client receives the accep-
tance decision from at least a supermajority of the replicas, it learns that DFP commits
its request, which costs only one network roundtrip time.
When the coordinator learns the same result as the client, it commits (not executes)
the request in its log. It also asynchronously notifies ( 5○) the other replicas to commit
the request. The replicas will commit the request once they receive the notification.
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Filling Empty Log Positions
Since DFP makes clients choose log positions for their requests, there will be positions that
no client will choose. DFP will fill these empty positions with a special operation, no-op,
which has no effect on the state machine. One approach is to use a dedicated proposer
to propose no-ops for unused log positions. However, it is challenging for the proposer to
determine when to propose a no-op for a log position because the proposer might have an
out-of-date log status, and the no-op may collide with a concurrent client’s request. Also,
it is expensive to propose a no-op for every empty log position.
To reduce the collisions between no-ops and client requests, DFP leverages clock time
to fill no-ops at empty log positions that clients are unlikely to use. As a client always uses
a future timestamp for its request, it is unlikely that a replica will receive a request that
has timestamp smaller than its current clock time. When it is time T , a replica will accept
no-ops for all empty positions that have a smaller timestamp than T without receiving a
no-op proposal. This avoids the need to propose a no-op to every replica since the no-ops
accepted by different replicas are identical.
It will be expensive for a replica to send an acceptance message to the DFP coordinator
for each no-op since there could be many empty log positions. To reduce the number of
messages for no-ops, DFP borrows ideas from Mencius. In Mencius, a replica uses a log
index to indicate that it has accepted no-ops for all of the empty log positions until that
index. By leveraging FIFO network channel, the replica only needs to send the index to
other replicas.
In DFP, since each log position has a timestamp, a replica uses its current time, T , to
indicate that it has accepted no-ops for all of the empty log positions that have a timestamp
smaller than T . Because the network channel provides FIFO ordering, when the replica
sends T to the DFP coordinator, it has already notified the coordinator about all of the
accepted client requests at log positions that have a timestamp smaller than T . Also, the
coordinator can use T to infer the log positions at which the replica has accepted no-ops.
Instead of using a special message for T , a replica can piggyback T on any message that
it sends to the DFP coordinator. Additionally, each replica periodically sends the DFP
coordinator a heartbeat message that includes its current time.
Handling Incorrect Estimations and Collisions
In DFP, it is possible that a client’s request arrives at a replica after its estimated arrival























Figure 4.6: An example of DFP’s slow path
and clock skew. When a request arrives at a replica later than its timestamp, the replica
has already accepted a no-op at the request’s target log position. This is equivalent to a
collision of two concurrent requests at a log position. Such a collision may cause the fast
path to fail, since the fast path requires a supermajority of replicas to agree on the same
request for a log entry.
When the fast path fails due to request collisions, DFP uses the coordinated recovery
protocol [66] to commit requests. Figure 4.6 shows an example in which a client request
arrives at a replica later than its timestamp. In this example, the client sends ( 1○) a
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request to every replica. Before its request arrives at replica R3, R3 has passed the request’s
timestamp and accepts ( 2○) a no-op at the request’s target log position. Although R1
and R2 both accept ( 3○, 4○) the request, there is no supermajority formed because R3
rejects ( 5○) the request. In this case, the client waits for the slow-path response from the
DFP coordinator.
By following the recovery protocol, the coordinator will use the slow path to accept
( 6○, 7○) the request. The coordinator will send ( 8○) the slow-path result to the client,
and it will asynchronously ask every replica to commit the request.
As DFP uses nanosecond-level timestamps to identify log positions, it is unlikely that
two clients assign the same timestamp for their requests when the target throughput is
tens of thousands of requests per second. If there is a fixed set of clients, pre-sharding
timestamps among the clients can be used to completely avoid collisions between client
requests. For example, with only one thousand clients, each client can replace the three
least significant digits in its timestamps with its ID. In this case, each client can still send
up to one million requests per second with unique timestamps, which will be far beyond
the target throughput in many systems.
When the set of clients is dynamic, it is possible but rare that two clients assign the
same timestamp for their requests, which will collide at a log position. In this case, DFP
can only commit one of the requests at the position. If a supermajority of replicas have
accepted a request, DFP will commit the request via the fast path. Otherwise, DFP will
fall back to its slow path to commit one of the requests by following the recovery protocol.
The DFP coordinator will propose the other request through Domino’s Mencius.
4.3.4 Estimating Request Arrival Time for DFP
In DFP, a client assigns its request with a timestamp indicating a future time when the
request should have arrived at a supermajority of the replicas. To ensure that most requests
can arrive at replicas on time, one simple approach is to assign each request with a large
timestamp. One problem with this approach is in determining how large the timestamp
should be. An unnecessarily large timestamp can significantly delay the execution of
a request since Domino executes requests in log order, which we will describe later in
Section 4.3.7. One alternative way to set the timestamp is to add a constant delay value
on the current time. However, using a constant delay value cannot adapt to changes in the
system environment, such as a network routing change or clock skews, which may cause
a client to underestimate its requests’ arrival time. To address these problems, a Domino
client will leverage network measurements to predict a request’s arrival time at each replica
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from\to VA WA PR HK SG NSW
VA - 12.11 7.82 34.49 34.64 49.51
WA 5.36 - 4.89 29.15 27.87 38.05
PR 9.42 12.31 - 32.9 33.74 44.29
HK 9.76 3.08 2.34 - 4.52 22.22
SG 5.79 3.25 5.42 6.44 - 21.29
NSW 2343.97 700.7 105.86 48.7 20.38 -
Table 4.2: The 99th percentile misprediction value (ms) by using half-RTTs
from\to VA WA PR HK SG NSW
VA - 5.26 5.42 5.12 6.24 5.72
WA 5.24 - 4.36 4.74 5.83 5.8
PR 5.5 4.58 - 5.03 6.15 5.45
HK 5.31 5.09 4.61 - 5.94 5.42
SG 5.86 5.62 5.71 5.91 - 5.9
NSW 5.25 4.51 4.31 4.97 5.87 -
Table 4.3: The 99th percentile misprediction value (ms) by using Domino’s OWD mea-
surement technique
as accurate as possible, and it will set its request’s timestamp to be the qth smallest arrival
time, where q is the number of replicas in a supermajority quorum.
To estimate a request’s arrival time at a replica, a Domino client will add its current
time and its predicted network one-way delay (OWD) to the replica. A naive approach to
predict the OWD is to take half of a network roundtrip time (RTT). However, in networks
where the forward and reverse paths between a client and replica are mostly disjoint, this
approach may significantly under or over estimate the request arrival time at the replica.
The request may also arrive at a replica later than its timestamp due to clock skew, or
when a replica experiences a large request processing delay.
To improve the estimation accuracy of a request’s arrival time at a replica, we pro-
pose to use both network measurements and replicas’ time information to predict OWDs.
Specifically, when a replica responds to a client’s probing message, it piggybacks its current
timestamp on the response. The client will calculate the OWD to the replica by taking the
difference between the replica’s timestamp and the probing message’s sending timestamp.
It will predict the request arrival time to the replica by taking the n-th percentile of the
OWD values that it collected in the past time period.
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By using the data traces from Azure that we described in Section 4.1, we compare
the arrival-time prediction accuracy between using half-RTTs and our timestamp-based
approach to estimate OWDs. In our analysis, we estimate a request’s arrival time by
using the 95th percentile value from the calculated OWDs in the last one second. We only
consider requests that arrive at replicas after their timestamps since DFP may need to fall
back to its slow path to commit these requests. We define a request’s misprediction value as
the difference between its estimated arrival time, and the actual arrival time at the replica.
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show the 99th percentile misprediction value by using half-RTTs
and our approach, respectively. The results are broken down by the geographical regions
of the endpoints. Our approach has a 99th percentile misprediction value of up to 6.24 ms,
compared to more than 2 s when using half-RTTs. Even discounting this possible outlier
for the half-RTT approach, the 99th percentile misprediction value to NSW from any other
region is still more than 21 ms.
To accurately predict a request’s arrival time at a replica, we need to account for both
the OWD and clock skew between the client and replica. However, instead of separating
the two factors, our arrival time measurements include both network delays and clock
skew between a client and replica, and we use our previous arrival time measurements to
predict the current arrival time of a request at a replica. Therefore, stable clock skew
should not affect our arrival time prediction accuracy. A sudden clock drift may cause
a client to underestimate its requests’ arrival time at replicas. However, our arrival time
measurements will resolve the difference after a short period of time. This is because the
client periodically fetches a replica’s clock time and uses the difference between the replica’s
and its own clock time to estimate its request’s arrival time. Furthermore, sudden clock
drifts are unlikely to happen in practice [41].
In order to account for the misprediction values shown in Table 4.3 and other external
factors, such as network congestion and packet loss, a client can artificially increase the
request timestamps by a fixed amount. For example, a client can increase its request
timestamp by 8 milliseconds to account for the maximum 99th percentile misprediction
value (6.24 ms) found in our data trace. This will not increase DFP’s commit latency since
each replica accepts the request immediately after receiving the request. However, using
a large additional delay will increase the execution latency, which we will describe later in
Section 4.3.7.
Furthermore, if a client’s requests are frequently committed via DFP’s slow path for
an extended period of time, the client can switch over to using Domino’s Mencius (DM) to
reduce the commit latency. Part of our future work is to design a feedback control system
that monitors DFP’s fast path success rate and have clients adaptively adjust their request
timestamps or switch between DFP and DM.
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Figure 4.7: An example of Domino’s request log
4.3.5 Domino’s Mencius
Depending on the network geometry, some clients may have lower commit latency by using
a leader-based protocol than using DFP. To achieve low commit latency for these clients,
Domino introduces Domino’s Mencius (DM), a multi-leader protocol that is a variant of
Mencius. DM runs in parallel with DFP, and they manage different subsets of the log
positions in Domino’s request log. Domino makes a client choose to use DFP or DM in
order to achieve low commit latency.
DM pre-shards its log positions to associate each replica with a different set of the po-
sitions. A replica will serve as the (DM) leader of the consensus instances for its associated
log positions. When a client uses DM, it sends its request to a DM leader, which will
accept the request to one of its associated empty log positions.
The log positions of DM and DFP are interleaved in Domino’s request log. When
few clients use DM, there will be empty DM positions between committed DFP positions.
DM should also fill no-ops at empty log positions at the same rate as DFP. To achieve
this, Domino arranges its log positions as follows. Between any two adjacent DFP log
positions, there is a DM log position that is associated with each DM leader. Domino also
pre-associates these DM log positions with the same timestamp as the DFP log position
that is immediately before them. Figure 4.7 shows an example of Domino’s request log
when there are three replicas. In this example, after each DFP log position, there are
three DM log positions that are associated with the same timestamp and managed by a
different DM leader. When it is time T , a DM leader will fill no-ops at all of its associated
log positions that have a timestamp smaller than T . Each DM will piggyback T on its
periodic heartbeat message to every other replica.
In DM, a client simply sends its request to a DM leader without assigning a times-
tamp for the request. Instead, DM delays the timestamp assignment at the leader. When
the leader receives the request, it assigns the request with a future time indicating when
it should have replicated the request to a majority of the replicas. The leader will use
network measurements to predict this replication latency, which we will describe in Sec-
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tion 4.3.6. The leader will add its current time and its predicted replication latency to
assign a timestamp to the request, and it will accept the request to the corresponding log
position. The leader will ask other replicas to accept the request. Once a majority of the
replicas (including the leader) accept the request, the leader will commit the request in the
log and notify the client and the other replicas.
In Domino, it is possible to replace DM with another leader-based or leaderless con-
sensus protocol, like EPaxos. This is because Domino pre-classifies its log positions into
subsets that are managed by different consensus protocols. However, examining the com-
patibility of different consensus protocols in Domino is beyond the scope of this work.
4.3.6 Choosing between DFP and DM
In Domino, a client measures the roundtrip time to the replicas in order to estimate the
commit latency of DFP and DM. It will then use the subsystem that has a lower estimated
commit latency. A Domino client will periodically send probing messages to each replica
to measure the network roundtrip time and estimate one-way delay. By default, it will use
the 95th percentile roundtrip time from measurements collected within the last second to
estimate commit latencies.
With the delays to each replica, the potential commit latency of using DFP will be the
network roundtrip delay to the furthest replica in the closest supermajority of the replicas.
We use q to denote the supermajority quorum number, which is ⌈3
2
f⌉+1 out of total 2f+1
replicas. The client sorts its roundtrip delays to the replicas, where Di denotes the ith
lowest roundtrip delay. Therefore, the estimated commit latency of using DFP, LatDFP ,
will be Dq.
To estimate DM’s commit latency, the client needs to know Lr, which denotes the
replication latency when replica r is the leader, for each replica. To predict Lr, replica r
estimates its delay to every other replica in the same way as a client, and sets the network
delay to itself to be zero. The replica sorts its roundtrip delays to every replica, and Lr will
be Dm, where m is the majority quorum number (i.e., f + 1). Each replica will piggyback
its estimated latency for replication on the reply to the client’s probing messages.
On the client side, the estimated commit latency of using DM, LatDM , will bemin{Er+
Lr}, where Er is the network roundtrip delay to replica r, and r = 1, 2, ..., 2f + 1. The
client will compare the estimated commit latency of using DFP and DM, and it will use
the one with the lower commit latency. If the client decides to use DM, it will send its
requests to the replica that achieves LatDM .
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In Domino, probing messages can be piggybacked on any other messages between clients
and replicas. However, by having each client independently measure network delays, the
number of probing messages will increase with the number of clients. If there are many
clients in one datacenter, we can reduce the number of probing messages by having one
dedicated proxy to measure and estimate the network delays to replicas. A client (or a
replica) in the datacenter can query the proxy for delay estimation. In this case, a proxy
that is not co-located with a replica will send a total of (2f + 1)R probing messages per
second, where R is the probing rate. A proxy that is co-located with a replica will send
total 2fR probing messages per second to the other replicas.
4.3.7 Executing Client Requests
Domino will execute committed requests in their log order. Although Domino can commit
requests at different log positions in parallel, Domino will only execute a committed request
once it has committed and executed requests (including no-ops) at all of the previous log
positions.
As replicas follow wall clock time to fill no-ops at empty log positions, they might not be
able to execute a committed request until the time passes the request’s timestamp because
of empty log positions before that timestamp. As a result, in DFP, if a client uses a large
additional delay to increase its request timestamp, this delay will increase the execution
latency of this request. However, using a small additional delay (e.g., a couple of ms) will
only introduce negligible execution delays compared to the propagation delay in WANs.
Also, this could effectively reduce the delays caused by DFP’s slow path, which could be
hundreds of ms.
Furthermore, in DFP, replicas wait for the coordinator’s notification to commit a re-
quest at a log position. This may introduce delays for a replica to execute requests at the
following DM log positions, which it has committed earlier. Making every replica be a
learner in DFP will reduce this delay.
4.3.8 Handling Failures
Domino uses one consensus instance at each log position. The consensus protocol Domino
uses for each instance ensures that it selects the same request across all working replicas
even with up to f replica failures. As Domino statically partitions the log for DFP and
DM, DFP and DM independently manage their log partitions and handle their failures.
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The failure handling in DFP and DM is the same as the failure handing in Fast Paxos [66]
and Mencius [78], respectively.
When there is a replica failure, by following the failure handling protocol in [78], DM
will select one of the remaining replicas to manage the log positions that are associated
with the failed replica. In DFP, when there are f replica failures, the number of remaining
replicas is insufficient to form a supermajority. In this case, DFP cannot use the fast path
to commit client requests although it can still continue to commit requests by falling back
to the slow path [66]. Additionally, Domino clients will not receive replies from the failed
replicas for their probing messages. The clients will predict large network delays to these
replicas after a timeout, and will use DM instead of DFP to achieve lower commit latency.
4.4 Implementation
We have implemented a prototype of Domino in the GO language, which consists of ap-
proximate six thousand lines of code and is publicly available online [3]. We use gRPC [42]
to implement the network I/O operations between clients and servers (i.e., replicas), in-
cluding the network delay measurements. We do not implement fault tolerance in our
prototype.
Since Domino has many empty log positions to store no-ops, this would cost significant
amount of storage space. To reduce the storage overhead, we compress its continuous no-
op log entries into one entry in both DFP and DM by using a binary tree data structure
for uncommitted log entries. We use a list-based data structure to store the continuous
committed log positions from the beginning of the log, and we remove the positions with
no-ops to further reduce storage cost.
We have also implemented a state machine replication protocol that uses standard Fast
Paxos under the same implementation framework of Domino. We will refer this protocol
as Fast Paxos in our evaluation.
4.5 Evaluation
In our evaluation, we compare Domino, Fast Paxos [66], Mencius [78], EPaxos [84], and
Multi-Paxos [108]. We use the open-source implementation of Mencius, EPaxos, and Multi-
Paxos in [84, 4]. Our evaluation consists of three main parts:
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1. Experiments on Microsoft Azure compare the commit latency and the execution
latency of the different protocols.
2. Microbenchmark experiments demonstrate that Domino responds to network delay
variance in order to achieve low commit latency.
3. Experiments within a local computer cluster compare the peak throughput of the
different protocols.
4.5.1 Experimental Settings
Our evaluation mirrors the workload from EPaxos [84], where the state machine is a key-
value store, and a client only performs write operations. Such a workload represents
applications that only replicate operations that change the replicated state. An example
would be a logging system that mostly processes write operations. Furthermore, many
applications handle reads outside of the replication protocol by reading data directly from
a replica instead of ordering reads together with writes. This optimization can improve read
performance at the cost of potentially reading stale data. Therefore, from the perspective
of the replication protocol, workloads from applications that employ this type of read
optimization are effectively write-only.
Our experiments use the following default settings, unless specified otherwise. Our
workload consists of one million key-value pairs. The size of a key or a value is 8 B, and a
request’s size will be 16 B, which is the same as the request size in [84]. In each experiment,
replicas are selected from a fixed set of datacenters. A client is selected from the same fixed
set of datacenters and does not have to be co-located with a replica. Each client sends 200
requests per second. The requests select keys based on a Zipfian distribution, where the
alpha value is 0.75.
In Domino, a client (or a replica) periodically sends a probing request to every (other)
replica for measuring network delays. The probing interval is 10 ms in our experiments.
A replica also sends a heart beat to other replicas every 10 ms, which can be piggybacked
on the probing messages. Furthermore, a client (or a replica) estimates its delay to a
replica as the 95th percentile delay in its probing results within the last time period, i.e.,
the window size. The window size is 1 s by default. We have measured Domino’s commit
latency with different probing intervals (from 5 ms to 100 ms) and window sizes (from 0.1 s
to 2.5 s). We find that Domino’s commit latency is not sensitive to these parameters in
our deployments on Azure. For example, a 5 ms probing interval has a marginally lower
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TX CA IA WA WY IL QC TRT
VA 27 59 31 67 46 26 38 29
TX - 33 22 42 23 30 51 43
CA - - 41 23 24 48 67 59
IA - - - 36 14 8 32 22
WA - - - - 21 43 68 57
WY - - - - - 24 46 36
IL - - - - - - 23 14
QC - - - - - - - 11
Table 4.4: Network roundtrip delays (ms) between datacenters in North America
99th percentile commit latency than a 100 ms interval, but the median and 95th percentile
commit latency for both probing intervals are nearly identical.
In our experiments, by default, each Domino client introduces no additional delay to
increase its request timestamps. For Mencius and EPaxos, a client always sends its requests
to the closest replica that is pre-configured based on our network delay measurements.
Our evaluation runs every experiment 10 times. Each experiment lasts 90 s, and we use
the results in the middle 60 s. We combine the results from the 10 measurements for CDF
and box-and-whisker figures. For figures that have error bars, we use the average result
from the measurements, and the error bar is a 95% confidence interval.
4.5.2 Experiments on Microsoft Azure
We deploy Domino, Fast Paxos, Mencius, EPaxos, and Multi-Paxos on Microsoft Azure to
evaluate their commit latency and execution latency. Our deployment uses the Standard-
D4 v3 VM instance that has 4 vCPUs and 16 GB memory, and an instance runs one client
or one server (i.e., one replica).
To evaluate the performance of the protocols under different locations of datacenters in
WANs, our experiments consist of two settings, North America (NA) and Globe. NA has 9
datacenters in North America, which are Virginia (VA), Texas (TX), California (CA), Iowa
(IA), Washington (WA), Wyoming (WY), Illinois (IL), Quebec City (QC), and Toronto
(TRT). Globe has 6 datacenters that are globally distributed, which include VA, WA, Paris
(PR), New South Wales (NSW), Singapore (SG), and Hong Kong (HK). Table 4.4 and
Table 4.1 (in Section 4.2) show the average network roundtrip latency between datacenters
for NA and Globe, respectively.
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Fast Paxos 1 client
Fast Paxos 2 clients
Multi-Paxos 1 client
Multi-Paxos 2 clients
Figure 4.8: Fast Paxos versus Multi-Paxos
We first show that Fast Paxos [66] could experience high latency when there are only
a small number of concurrent clients. Because of the high latency of Fast Paxos, we will
focus on comparing Domino with Mencius [78], EPaxos [84], and Multi-Paxos [108] in the
rest of our evaluation.
Fast Paxos Commit Latency
This section compares Fast Paxos and Multi-Paxos when there are a small number of
clients. In this experiment, we use 4 datacenters, WA, VA, QC, and IA from our NA
setting. We deploy 3 replicas in WA, VA, and QC, respectively. WA hosts the Fast Paxos
coordinator (for the slow path) and the Multi-Paxos leader.
We first run one client in IA to evaluate the commit latency of Fast Paxos and Multi-
Paxos. Figure 4.8 shows that Fast Paxos can achieve approximately 65 ms lower median
commit latency than Multi-Paxos when there is only one client. This is because Fast
Paxos always uses its fast path to commit requests when there are no concurrent clients.
We also run two clients in IA and WA, respectively, to compare the two protocols. As
shown in Figure 4.8, when there are two concurrent clients, Fast Paxos has higher commit
latency than Multi-Paxos. In this experiment, the two clients’ requests arrive at replicas in
different orders, and Fast Paxos has to use its slow path to commit requests, which causes
high latency. In Multi-Paxos, the two clients experience different commit latency because
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they have different network delays to the leader. The client that is co-located with the
leader in WA has an average of approximate 65 ms commit latency, while the other client
in IA sees an average of about 100 ms commit latency.
Although Fast Paxos can achieve low latency when there is a single client, our experi-
ments show that Fast Paxos would fall back to its slow path and experience high latency
compared to Multi-Paxos even if there are only a small set of concurrent clients in different
datacenters. Domino addresses this problem in Fast Paxos, reducing the likelihood that
Fast Paxos needs to fallback to the slow path. In the rest of our evaluation, we show that
Domino can still achieve low commit latency for concurrent clients in different datacenters.
Domino Commit Latency
To compare the commit latency of Domino with other protocols, we first use our NA
setting with 9 datacenters, and each datacenter runs one client. This setting represents
applications that are deployed within a geographical region or a continent.
Figure 4.9 (a) shows the commit latency when there are 3 replicas in WA, VA, and
QC, respectively, in which WA hosts the Multi-Paxos leader and the Domino’s Fast Paxos
coordinator (for the slow path). Domino achieves the lowest commit latency in the median
(48 ms) and the 95th percentile (70 ms) compared with EPaxos (64 ms and 87 ms), Mencius
(75 ms and 94 ms), and Multi-Paxos (107 ms and 134 ms). This is because 5 out of the
9 clients decide to use DFP, and Domino can commit their requests via the fast path in
most cases, which only requires one network roundtrip. The 4 clients in WA, VA, QC, and
TRT choose to use DM because they are either co-located with a replica in a datacenter
or very close to a replica, and they will have lower commit latency by using DM than DFP
in Domino. EPaxos has higher commit latency than Domino because every client has to
wait for two network roundtrips to learn that its request is committed. Mencius has higher
commit latency than EPaxos because a replica delays committing a request at a consensus
instance (not executing yet) until it commits all previous instances. Multi-Paxos has the
highest commit latency out of the four protocols since clients have to send their requests
to the leader instead of a close replica.
Also, we compare the commit latency of the four protocols when there are 5 replicas.
We extend the replica settings by adding two replicas in CA and TX, respectively. Fig-
ure 4.9 (b) shows that Domino can still achieve the lowest commit latency at the median
and the 95th percentile out of the four protocols. In this setting, 5 clients are co-located
with replicas in a datacenter, and they use DM. The other 4 clients use DFP, and Domino
can commit their requests via the fast path in most cases. Our experiments show that it
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(a) NA with 3 replicas
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(c) Globe with 3 replicas
Figure 4.9: Commit latency on Microsoft Azure
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using p50th in network measurements
using p75th in network measurements
using p90th in network measurements
using p95th in network measurements
using p99th in network measurements
Figure 4.10: The 99th percentile commit latency
is rare that the fast path fails in Domino, where a client’s request arrives at replicas later
than the predicted time, and Domino has to use a slow path to commit the request.
We further evaluate the four protocols when datacenters are globally distributed. This
represents applications that have global users and are deployed in datacenters in different
continents. In this experiment, we use the Globe setting with 6 datacenters. Each datacen-
ter runs one client. There are 3 replicas in WA, PR, and NSW, where WA hosts Domino’s
Fast Paxos coordinator and the Multi-Paxos leader.
Figure 4.9 (c) shows the four protocols’ commit latency with our Globe setting. Domino
has lower commit latency than the other three protocols from the median to the 95th
percentile. For example, Domino achieves approximate 86 ms lower commit latency than
EPaxos at the 95th percentile. This is because the 3 clients in VA, SG, and HK choose to
use DFP, and Domino can commit their requests via the fast path in most cases. Mencius
has higher 95th percentile commit latency than Multi-Paxos because of unbalanced loads
across replicas. Domino has similar commit latency to EPaxos below the median. This is
because half of the clients are co-located with replicas, and they choose to use DM, which
has lower commit latency than DFP. In the rest of our experiments on Azure, we will use
the client and replica settings in Figure 4.9 (c).
We also evaluate Domino’s commit latency by using different percentile values from
network measurements to estimate network delays, and using additional delays to increase
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DFP request timestamps. As shown in Figure 4.10, when there is no additional delay, using
a higher percentile value from network measurements can achieve lower 99th percentile
commit latency. This is because a high percentile delay increases the probability that
a request arrives at replicas before its timestamp, and Domino will commit the request
via the fast path. The figure also shows that increasing DFP request timestamps by a
fixed amount can also reduce the 99th percentile commit latency. Furthermore, when the
additional delay is 2 ms and 16 ms, Domino has the same 99th commit latency. This
demonstrates that the additional delay will not increase the commit latency when Domino
commits a request via the fast path.
Although increasing timestamps can reduce the probability that Domino uses its slow
path, and it introduces no delays to commit requests via the fast path, using an unnecessary
large timestamp could introduce delays to the execution latency.
Execution Latency
In this experiment, when a Domino client uses DFP, it increases its request timestamp by
8 ms to reduce execution latency, unless specified otherwise. This is because our analysis
in Section 4.3.4 shows that the 99th percentile misprediction value for request arrival time
at replicas is up to 6.24 ms in this setting.
Figure 4.11 (a) shows the execution latency of different protocols when client requests
have few conflicts. As shown in the figure, at label (1), about one third of Domino’s requests
have higher execution latencies than the other three protocols. This is because a Domino
replica executes committed requests following the timestamp order, and Domino may delay
executing a DM-committed request after learning the commit of a previous request using
DFP. At label (2), EPaxos has the lowest execution latency since it can execute requests
out of order when request conflicts are rare. Finally, at label (3), Domino has the lowest
95th execution latency among the four protocols because Domino has a high success rate of
committing requests via the fast path. Correspondingly, Mencius experiences a high 95th
execution latency because of its execution delay for concurrent requests. EPaxos has higher
95th execution latency than Domino and Multi-Paxos because of its delays for executing
conflicting requests. Multi-Paxos’ execution latency largely depends on its commit latency,
and it experiences higher 95th execution latency than Domino.
We further evaluate the execution latency of the four protocols by increasing the amount
of contention between requests. With Zipfian alpha increasing from 0.75 to 0.95, Fig-
ure 4.11 (b) shows that, at label (4), EPaxos experiences significantly higher execution
latency. Request contention has no effect on Domino and Multi-Paxos because they ex-
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(b) Zipfian alpha = 0.95
Figure 4.11: Execution latency on Azure
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Figure 4.12: Impact of additional delays (for increasing DFP request timestamps) on
execution latency
ecute committed requests in the log order. As shown at label (5), the contention has a
small effect on Mencius because of its out-of-order execution.
Furthermore, we evaluate the impact of introducing additional delays (for increasing
DFP request timestamps) on Domino’s execution latency, as shown in Figure 4.12. In the
figure, the middle line in a box is the median execution latency, and the whiskers show the
5th and 95th percentile execution latency, respectively. When there is no additional delay,
Domino would experience higher execution latency than using small additional delays to
increase DFP request timestamps. This is because a DFP request may arrive at a replica
later than the estimated time, and DFP may use the slow path to commit the request. As
Domino interleaves DFP and DM log positions, a DFP slow-path committed request will
delay the execution of its following requests in timestamp order. Using a small delay to
increase DFP request timestamps will significantly reduce the execution latency because it
decreases the likelihood that Domino uses the slow path. However, using a large delay will
increase the overall execution latency. As shown in the figure, by increasing the additional
delay from 8 ms to 36 ms, the median execution latency increases by about 23 ms.
4.5.3 Microbenchmark Experiments
As the network environment on Microsoft Azure is relatively stable, we use microbenchmark
experiments with emulated network delays to evaluate how Domino responds to network
delay variance. We run our microbenchmark experiments in our local computer cluster,
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(a) Network delays change between a client and replica




















(b) Network delays change between replicas
Figure 4.13: Change of network delays
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where each machine has 12 CPU cores and 64 GB memory. In our experiments, we use
the Linux traffic control utility to emulate artificial network delays between clients and
replicas.
We evaluate how a Domino client adaptively chooses between DM and DFP based on
its network measurements in order to achieve low commit latency. In this experiment, there
are three replicas and one client, and we emulate a network environment where the network
delay between a client and a replica (or between replicas) could significantly change, e.g.,
due to a routing change. To improve the clarity of the figures, the client only sends one
request per second. Experiments at higher request rates show similar results. Also, we
only show Mencius in our figures as other protocols have similar performance to Mencius
in this specific setting.
We first set the network roundtrip delay to be 30 ms between any two nodes. There is
one replica, R, which is the pre-assigned coordinator for the client in Mencius. As shown
in Figure 4.13 (a), in the beginning, at label (1), Domino has lower commit latency than
Mencius because the client chooses to use DFP. At about 15 s, i.e., label (2), the network
roundtrip delay between the client and R changes to 50 ms. In this case, the latency of
both Domino and Mencius increases. Mencius could achieve lower latency (60 ms) than
the 80 ms latency in the figure if it could detect the delay change and use a different
coordinator. The Domino client keeps using DFP as it has lower latency (50 ms) than
using DM. At label (3), the roundtrip delay between the client and R increases to 70 ms.
The Domino client begins to use DM, which has lower commit latency (60 ms) than using
DFP (70 ms). It uses a DM leader other than R in this case.
Figure 4.13 (b) shows that Domino also responds to network delay changes between
replicas. We change the initial settings such that the network roundtrip delay between the
client and a replica (other than R) is 70 ms. In this setting, at label (4) in the figure,
Domino and Mencius have the same commit latency in the beginning as DM is preferable
to DFP. At label (5), the network roundtrip delay between R and both of the other two
replicas, M and N, increases to 60 ms. Domino has lower latency than Mencius since the
client uses M or N as the DM leader. Later at label (6), the roundtrip delay between M
and N increases to 60 ms. Domino begins to use DFP which has lower commit latency
than using DM.
4.5.4 Experiments within a Cluster
We evaluate the throughput of Domino by running experiments within our private com-
puter cluster due to the expenses of using Microsoft Azure. In the cluster, each machine
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Figure 4.14: Peak throughput with 3 replicas
has 12 CPU cores and 64 GB memory, and the machines are connected through a 1 Gbps
network switches. In our experiments, each replica runs on a single machine.
Figure 4.14 shows the peak throughput of Domino, Mencius, EPaxos, and Multi-Paxos,
when there are three replicas. Domino can achieve a peak commit throughput of about 65K
requests per second (rps), which is comparable to Mencius (56K rps) and EPaxos (57K rps).
Domino has higher throughput than Mencius because our implementation has more par-
allelism between its I/O operations and computation. Multi-Paxos has the lowest peak
throughput (36K rps) among the four protocols because all client requests have to go to
the leader.
4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter introduces Domino, a low-latency state machine replication protocol for wide-
area networks. Domino uses network measurements to deterministically order client re-
quests across replicas, and it makes Fast Paxos-like consensus protocol commit requests
in one network roundtrip in the common case. This approach makes Fast Paxos practical
for building state machine replication in WANs, which significantly reduces the likelihood
that Fast Paxos falls back to its slow path when there are concurrent clients.
Furthermore, no single consensus protocol can always have the lowest commit latency
because of network geometry. Domino executes a Fast Paxos-like consensus and a leader-
based consensus in parallel under the same deployment. A Domino client uses network
measurement data to independently choose which to use in order to achieve low commit
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latency. Our experiments on Microsoft Azure show that Domino achieves lower commit




Many distributed applications sequentially execute network I/O operations to complete a
task because there are data dependencies between these operations. Speculation is one
way to reduce the latency of executing the dependent operations. By predicting the result
of a network I/O operation, an application can speculatively execute subsequent opera-
tions. If the prediction is correct, dependent operations execute in parallel, which reduces
latency compared with the sequential execution of the operations. Speculation has been
used in many applications, and it is a powerful technique for reducing latency. However, it
can introduce a significant amount of complexity to the application development. Adding
speculative execution support to an application requires a large investment in time and re-
sources, and the implementation of handling incorrect predictions is error-prone, especially
in a complex distributed system.
In this chapter, I introduce SpecRPC, a framework that facilitates applications to
perform speculative RPCs in order to reduce latencies. SpecRPC aims to reduce the
barrier of implementing speculation in distributed systems, allowing for the pervasive use
of speculation to reduce application latency. In the rest of this chapter, I will first present
the design patterns of SpecRPC, and then I will describe SpecRPC’s architecture in details.
Thereafter, I will demonstrate applications that will benefit from using SpecRPC, and I
will show the experimental results of using SpecRPC to reduce the latency in a transaction
processing protocol. Finally, I will disscuss about how SpecRPC deals with the common
issues in speculation techniques, and I will summarize the research work.
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5.1 Design Patterns
SpecRPC is an asynchronous RPC framework for Java where remote calls return immedi-
ately to the caller. A dependent operation is specified as a callback function that executes
after the RPC completes. A callback function implicitly accepts the RPC’s return value
as a function parameter. The callback can issue additional RPCs with callbacks, which
allows clients to execute a sequence of dependent RPCs by specifying a chain of callback
functions.
An asynchronous RPC framework offers additional opportunities to perform operations
in parallel compared to a synchronous framework. For example, clients can continue ex-
ecution on non-dependent operations after issuing an RPC request. Unlike many other
asynchronous RPC frameworks that execute dependent RPCs and callbacks in a serial or-
der, SpecRPC can parallelize the execution of these dependent operations via speculation.
More importantly, for the purpose of speculative execution (SE), sequential operations are
completely specified by a callback function chain. Therefore, by requiring that each call-
back function is implemented as a method in a callback object that can only modify the
object’s data1, SpecRPC can encapsulate speculative results inside a collection of callback
objects. This programming model allows SpecRPC to ensure that speculative results are
not revealed to the rest of the application, and parallel speculations are isolated from each
other.
Figure 5.1 illustrates an application that uses SpecRPC to parallelize client-side and
server-side computation, where the client predicts the server’s computation result. The
Math class in Figure 5.1 (a) is provided by the RPC server and exposes the plus method
to remote callers. The server’s main method specifies the necessary boilerplate code to
register the plus method, allowing remote hosts to call this method. Instead of accepting
a Math RPC object, the register method accepts a factory object, which is used by the
framework to create a new Math object for each RPC request.
Inside the main method in Figure 5.1 (b), the client binds the remote plus method to an
RPC stub, and issues an RPC by executing the stub’s call method. The call method takes
as parameters a list of predicted RPC return values and a callback factory. Upon receiving
a response from the server, the client uses the callback factory to generate an instance of
IncCB, and executes the callback with the return value from plus as a parameter. Using
factories enables the framework to speculate multiple times with different predicted values,
1This is an advisory programming model for correctness rather than a mandatory design pattern.
Applications can choose to modify data outside of callback objects if they are certain that it will not affect
the correctness of the application.
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1 public class Math implements SpecRpcHost { // RPC implementation
2 public Integer plus(Integer a, Integer b) {
3 return a + b;
4 }
5 ... // Defines other RPCs
6 }
7 public class MathFactory implements SpecRpcHostFactory { // RPC factory
8 public SpecRpcHost getRpcHostObject () {
9 return new Math ();
10 }
11 public String getRpcHostClassName () {
12 return Math.class.getName (); // Returns "Math"
13 }
14 }
15 public class Server { // Server implementation
16 public static void main(String args []) {
17 SpecRpcServer rpcServer = new SpecRpcServer ();
18 rpcServer.initServer("./ server.config");
19 // Registers an RPC with its name , factory , return value type , and parameter types
20 rpcServer.register("plus", new MathFactory (),
21 Integer.class , Integer.class , Integer.class );




1 public class IncCB implements SpecRpcCallback { // Callback implementation
2 public Object run(Object rpcResult) {
3 return (Integer)rpcResult + 1;
4 }
5 }
6 public class CBFactory implements SpecRpcCallbackFactory { // Callback factory
7 public SpecRpcCallback createCallback () {
8 return new IncCB ();
9 }
10 }
11 public class Client { // Client implementation
12 public static void main(String args []) {
13 SpecRpcClient.initClient("./ client.config");
14 // Binds an RPC with its class name , method name , return value type , and parameter types
15 RpcSignature plus = new RpcSignature("Math", "plus",
16 Integer.class , Integer.class , Integer.class );
17 SpecRpcClientStub stub = SpecRpcClient.bind("localhost", plus);
18 List preds = Arrays.asList (3); // Predicts plus (1,2)
19 SpecRpcFuture future = stub.call(preds , new CBFactory (), 1, 2); // Issues RPC




Figure 5.1: An example illustrating the code for a simple SpecRPC application
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where each SE creates a different RPC or callback object. By specifying client-predicted
return values, SpecRPC allows SE to begin even before the RPC has been sent to the
server.
A SpecRPC call immediately returns a future object that eventually acquires the return
value of the callback method from the final, non-speculative callback object. The caller can
retrieve this value by calling getResult on the future object, which blocks until the return
value is available. The framework ensures that the method returns a non-speculative result.
In the example from Figure 5.1, the client will block until the future receives 4 from the
callback.
5.1.1 Single-Level Speculation
In a traditional RPC framework, operations that depend on an RPC’s return value must
wait until the RPC completes. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2 (a) where the local operation
can only begin after receiving the RPC return value. However, in some applications,
clients can often predict RPC results. For example, an application may perform an RPC
repeatedly with the same parameters and, in most cases, receive the same return value.
The client can use a client-side cache to predict the RPC result. Using SpecRPC, the
client can use this prediction to speculatively execute the dependent operations, specified
as callback objects, immediately after invoking the RPC. As shown in Figure 5.2 (b), the
execution times for the RPC and its dependent operations overlap. We call this client-side
speculation, where the client predicts RPC results.
In addition to client-side speculation, SpecRPC also supports server-side speculation in
which the server predicts the RPC’s return value before it completes its execution of the
RPC function. This is useful for RPC functions that execute slowly, but their results can be
accurately predicted after a small amount of preliminary computation. In Figure 5.2 (c),
the client must wait until it receives the server’s prediction before it can speculatively
execute its dependent operations. The server can return a prediction by calling specReturn
any time during the RPC execution. Multiple predictions can be made by both the client
and the server. Each prediction creates a new callback object that executes independently.
For both client-side and server-side speculation, the framework can determine if the
return value prediction is correct after the client receives the RPC’s actual return value.
In the case where the prediction was correct, the result from the SE that is performed via
callback objects can be returned to the application. Otherwise, the framework will dispose
of the speculative results and re-execute the dependent operations using the actual RPC
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(a) Traditional RPC
(b) SpecRPC with client-side prediction
(c) SpecRPC with server-side prediction
Figure 5.2: An example of single-level speculation
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return value. We will explain how SpecRPC manages predictions and speculative results
in Section 5.2.
5.1.2 Multi-Level Speculation
In order to provide significant performance benefits for workloads with long chains of
sequential operations, a speculation framework must support having multiple dependent
operations execute concurrently. This allows an application to perform SEs that depend
on the correctness of multiple predictions. We call an SE that depends on more than one
prediction a multi-level speculation (MLS).
Figure 5.3 shows a sample sequence of operations that could benefit from using MLS.
In this example, an analysis server (AS) provides a data analytics service, a data server
(DS) manages user data, and a client is interested in making a purchase based on both
individual user information and aggregate information from a specific userbase. The client
first retrieves the purchasing interests (PIs) of a specific user from AS by invoking an
RPC, getPI. To compute the user’s PIs, AS issues an RPC, getPH, to DS for the user’s
purchase history (PH). Once getPI completes, the client invokes another RPC, getAI, to
AS to retrieve aggregate information (AI) from the userbase that shares the same PIs as
the user. This AI is generated in real-time by AS. Finally, once getAI completes, the client
performs additional local computation, comp, before ending its execution.
With speculation, parts of the above three RPCs and the client’s local computation can
execute in parallel. To service getPH, DS must retrieve the PH pertaining to the user spec-
ified in the request. Although the data may be available locally, additional synchronization
delays may be introduced if DS is not the primary replica for the data and linearizable
consistency is required. However, DS can send a speculative response using its local data
to allow the caller to continue its execution without waiting for the synchronization to
complete. Similarly, when servicing getAI, AS may be able to send a speculative response
back to the client before it finishes generating the requested AI. The speculative response
may be taken from the cached response of a previous request either for the same userbase,
or for a related userbase with a similar PI.
Figure 5.3 (b) illustrates that, by predicating the result of getPH, AS can speculatively
return the result of getPI. This will cause the subsequent operations to be speculatively
executed in parallel. Figure 5.3 (b) also shows that, by speculatively executing getAI and
predicting its result, comp can execute in parallel with both getPH and getAI. This is an


































Figure 5.3: An example of multi-level speculation
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Figure 5.4: SpecRPC architecture
The previous example demonstrates the need for a speculation framework to have each
speculative RPC transitively depend on all of the predicted return values that its caller
relies on. It also illustrates the challenge in tracking dependency information across RPCs.
5.2 Architecture
The SpecRPC architecture consists of four layers, as shown in Figure 5.4, client and server
libraries register functions for remote access, expose the functions based on their signatures,
and asynchronously issue remote RPCs. The SpecRPC controller manages speculative
dependencies, uses callback and RPC factories to create new callback and RPC objects,
and provides isolation between concurrent callbacks and RPCs. User-provided callback
and RPC factories create new callback and RPC instances to handle RPC results and
requests. Each callback or RPC instance has an object, specObj, which encapsulates the
instance’s speculative state. An RPC call inside a callback or RPC inherits the caller’s
speculative state through the specObj. The communication module manages connections
between clients and server.
In the following sections, we describe how the different components work together to
manage speculative dependencies across multiple nodes, handle incorrect predictions, and
ensure that the final result is equivalent to what a traditional RPC framework would return.
5.2.1 Speculative State
In SpecRPC, computation is performed entirely within callback and RPC objects. A
callback object is created when a client receives an RPC response, and an RPC object
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is created when a server receives an RPC request. A callback performs SE if it receives
a predicted RPC response instead of an actual RPC response. If a callback issues an
RPC request while it is performing SE, the RPC object created from the request will
also speculatively execute its computation. When the actual RPC response arrives, the
speculatively executed callback and its dependents will be discarded if the prediction was
incorrect. Otherwise, they will be marked as actual execution.
To distinguish between actual and speculative execution, each callback and RPC object
contains a speculative state that describes its speculation status and dependency informa-
tion. This state is encapsulated as a specObj.
An RPC’s speculative state can be one of the following: caller speculative, speculation
correct, and speculation incorrect, where the last two states are terminal states. Fig-
ure 5.5(a) illustrates the state transitions for RPC objects. An RPC is in speculation
correct state if the caller, which can be a client, an RPC object or a callback object, is
not dependent on any predicted values. This is always the case when the caller is a client
because a client’s RPC request cannot be dependent on a predicted value. It is also the
case when the caller is an RPC or callback object that is in speculation correct state. An
RPC is in caller speculative state if its caller is dependent on a predicted value. This is
equivalent to the caller being in a non-terminal state. Finally, an RPC transitions from
the caller speculative state to the speculation incorrect state if its caller transitions to the
speculation incorrect state.
Each callback is associated with an RPC and executes with the RPC’s return value.
Multiple callbacks can be associated with the same RPC because of multiple predictions
for the return value. A callback can have one of the following speculative states: caller
speculative, callee speculative, speculation correct, and speculation incorrect. Figure 5.5(b)
illustrates the state transitions for callback objects. A callback is in speculation correct
state if it receives a non-predicted return value from its RPC and the RPC is in speculation
correct state. A callback is in callee speculative state if it executes with a predicted return
value of its RPC. Upon receiving the actual return value, the callback transitions to the
speculation correct or speculation incorrect state depending on the prediction, or transitions
to caller speculative state if its RPC’s caller is in a non-terminal state, i.e., either caller
speculative or callee speculative. Finally, a callback in caller speculative state transitions
to a terminal state once its RPC’s caller transitions to a terminal state.
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(a) State transitions of an RPC object.
(b) State transitions of a callback object.
Figure 5.5: State transitions
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Figure 5.6: An example of a dependency tree
5.2.2 Managing Dependencies
In single-level speculation, a speculative callback depends on the correctness of a single
prediction. In order to keep track of dependencies, SpecRPC would only need to maintain
a mapping between predictions and their corresponding speculative callbacks. Dependency
management becomes more challenging in multi-level speculation as callbacks and RPCs
can be dependent on multiple predictions. These dependencies are modeled as a tree with
each RPC and callback object representing a node. The root in a dependency tree is the
first RPC object that is issued by the user application. The root is always in the speculation
correct state. A callback object created on a predicted return value is a child node of the
RPC in the dependency tree.
A node’s speculative state depends on that of its parent node (if any). Each node only
needs to track its parent node’s state transition and pass the state change of itself to its
child nodes. SEs that are based on the same predicted return value of an RPC form a
subtree under the RPC. Also, a path from the root to a leaf in the tree links dependent
non-speculative and speculative execution. There is only one path standing for the actually
non-speculative execution.
Figure 5.6 shows an example of a dependency tree in a bad scenario where predicted
RPC responses are always incorrect. In this example, a client performs two dependent
RPCs, rpc1 and rpc2, followed by a local operation that is executed in callback2. For each
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RPC invocation, the client receives an incorrect prediction from the server. After receiving
a prediction result for rpc1, callback1 is created to perform rpc2. Therefore, rpc2 is a child
node of callback1 which in turn is a child node of rpc1. As rpc2 executes, it also returns
a predicted result which creates callback2 to run the dependent local operation. In this
example, rpc2 finishes before rpc1 even though it starts after rpc1. When rpc2 finishes, it
returns an actual result that is different than its previous predicted result. Therefore, a new
callback object callback′2 is created and callback2 is abandoned. Later, when rpc1 finishes
with an actual result that is different than its previous predicted result, the whole subtree
of callback1 is abandoned and a new callback
′
1 is created to invoke rpc
′
2. The predicted
result of rpc′2 creates callback
′′
2 , which again will be abandoned when actual result of rpc
′
2
is different from its predicted result. Finally, with the completion of rpc′2, callback
′′′
2 is
created to finish the remaining execution. Even with three mispredictions, the client only
sees the actual execution path from rpc1 to callback
′′′
2 .
In both single and multi-level speculations, SE includes local operations and RPCs that
will be executed remotely. As a result, the dependencies between predictions and SEs span
multiple nodes. SpecRPC uses dedicated state-change messages to propagate state change
events between remote callback and RPC objects. This is discussed in Section 5.2.4.
5.2.3 Handling Incorrect Predictions
Upon receiving the actual result for an RPC, SpecRPC evaluates the accuracy of previous
predictions of that result, and retains callbacks based on correct predictions while setting
callbacks based on incorrect predictions to the speculation incorrect (SI) state. Any callback
or RPC object that depends on an object in SI state must also be set to SI state. Objects
in SI state are discarded, and their computations are abandoned. This can be done safely
without requiring data rollback since a callback or RPC in SpecRPC should only modify
the fields in its associated object and should not have any side-effects. This advisory
requirement is not enforced as it is up to application to decide the scope of side-effects
caused by modifying data outside of a callback or RPC object.
Immediately terminating a discarded callback or RPC may require interrupting its
computation, which can be difficult to perform cleanly in a language without non-local
exception passing where a thread can raise an exception in a different running thread. To
avoid this problem, SpecRPC allows callbacks and RPCs in SI state to finish execution
before being abandoned. However, SpecRPC immediately terminates these callbacks and
RPCs if they attempt to perform further speculative operations via SpecRPC, such as
invoking a new RPC, returning a prediction to the client, or blocking on an operation that
will generate visible output (see Section 5.2.5).
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In the case where none of the previous predictions of an RPC result were correct, a
new callback is created using the RPC’s actual result. This ensures that forward progress
is made even in the absence of an accurate predictor.
5.2.4 Propagation of Speculative State
The speculative state of a callback or RPC object depends on the state of the caller. There-
fore, when a callback or RPC issues an RPC request, the caller’s speculative state is sent
alongside the RPC’s parameters. Similarly, each RPC response contains the speculative
state of the RPC and a field that specifies whether it is returning a predicted result or
an actual result. The framework uses this information to create a callback object in the
correct speculative state.
In multi-level speculation, when the caller of an RPC transitions to a speculation correct
or speculation incorrect state from a non-terminal speculative state, both the state of the
remote RPC instance and the corresponding local callback must be updated. To notify the
RPC instance on the remote node, the caller sends a dedicated message indicating its new
speculative state. Both the RPC and callback perform their own speculative state change
based on the caller’s new speculative state. This change is further propagated if another
RPC is invoked by either the callback or RPC.
5.2.5 Implementation
The SpecRPC framework consists of approximately 3000 lines of Java code. The source
code is available online at [11]. In SpecRPC, RPCs are registered by servers as signatures
containing an RPC name, a return type, parameters and a server address. RPC signatures
are stored in a file that is synchronized between the servers and clients using third-party
tools, such as ZooKeeper [47].
Tracking Dependencies
SpecRPC tracks the dependencies between speculative and non-speculative executions by
mapping a callback or RPC object to its parent node in a dependency tree. Instead of
implementing the dependency tree as a centralized data structure, each node only tracks
its child nodes. When a node’s speculative state changes, SpecRPC propagates the changes
only to its child nodes.
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Applications using SpecRPC do not need to explicitly track speculation-related depen-
dencies or inform the framework of what it depends on. When a prediction is incorrect,
SpecRPC will discard all of the speculative callback and RPC objects that depend on the
prediction.
Preventing Side-Effects
SE should not result in output or state changes that are irrevocable. Therefore, SpecRPC
recommends that callbacks and RPCs only modify the fields in their objects, and not have
any side-effects. SpecRPC’s factory design pattern creates a new object when it executes
a callback or RPC, and it stores speculative states inside that object. This isolates parallel
SEs, which allows an application to make multiple predictions.
An application can optionally install a rollback function for mis-speculation in a callback
or RPC. The SpecRPC framework will execute the rollback function before discarding
incorrect states. This enables an application to extend its speculative states beyond the
fields inside a callback or RPC object. For example, an application can store speculative
states in a local database and issue a rollback for a mis-speculation.
In scenarios where it is impossible to avoid irrevocable changes or output in SE, the
SpecRPC framework provides specBlock, a method that causes a speculative callback or
RPC to block until it is in a non-speculative state. An application can call specBlock just
before operations that will cause side-effects. Once the speculation is determined to be
correct, SpecRPC will continue the application’s execution. If the speculation is incorrect,
the specBlock function will throw a mis-speculation exception.
5.3 Applications
In this section, we describe how we used SpecRPC to implement a speculation-enabled
version of Replicated Commit [77], a distributed transaction commit protocol for geo-
replicated database systems. Also, we perform a theoretical analysis on the expected




Replicated Commit (RC) [77] is a distributed transaction commit protocol for geo-
replicated database systems. In a geo-replicated system, a transaction’s completion time
largely depends on the number of wide-area network roundtrips that the transaction re-
quires to complete.
RC introduces a commit protocol that only requires one wide-area network roundtrip
to complete both 2PC and consensus among replicas across datacenters. However, to
achieve this, local read operations have to be replaced with quorum reads across multiple
datacenters. Each quorum read introduces one wide-area network roundtrip. Writes are not
affected as they are buffered until the transaction commits. RC’s evaluation shows that,
as the number of dependent reads increases, the transaction completion time is quickly
dominated by read latency.
SE can parallelize the execution of dependent reads in RC in order to reduce the overall
completion time of a transaction. This is possible because the read results from the first
responding quorum member are often the same as the final quorum results. Therefore,
we can use the first response to speculatively execute the next read operation. In RC,
because data is fully replicated in every deployed datacenter, the first responding member
will always be from the local datacenter, and its response will return almost immediately.
In the original RC protocol, two-phase locking is used to isolate concurrent transactions
that have conflicts, and writes always preempt read locks that are held by conflicting
transactions in order to prevent deadlocks. In our implementation of RC with speculation,
speculative reads will acquire read locks in the same way as non-speculative reads. When
speculative reads are discarded due to incorrect speculations, there is no need to release the
acquired read locks since the read locks will not block any writes in RC. Note that we only
perform SE for quorum reads before starting the commit protocol.Before calling commit
on a transaction, an RC client will issue a specBlock (see Section 5.2.5) to wait until all
quorum reads become non-speculative. We have implemented a fully working prototype of
the SpecRPC version of RC, and we evaluate its performance in Section 5.4.
5.3.2 Multi-Objective Optimizer
Many scientific computing problems require solving optimization problems (OPs) with
multiple objectives. A common approach for solving multi-objective problems is to con-
struct them as a series of dependent OPs in which the output of one OP serves as an input
to the next OP. Each of these intermediate OPs can be solved using an optimizer such
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as CPLEX [48] and Gurobi [45]. Therefore, the completion time is largely dependent on
the performance of the optimizer, and the number of OPs in the series. Although most
optimizers benefit from additional CPUs, their scalability is limited. Most do not achieve
additional speedup beyond 16 processors [57].
SE can leverage additional CPUs to reduce computation time of dependent OPs by
overlapping their computation. With SpecRPC, each OP can be registered as an RPC
function, and the OPs can be deployed on a group of server nodes. To execute an OP, a
client node issues an RPC to a server. Before the optimization is complete, the server can
return its current best solution to the client. The client can use this result to issue an RPC
to another server in order to speculatively execute the next OP. The current best solution
serves as a prediction for the final result from the optimizer. If the prediction is correct,
where correctness is based on the user’s equivalence definition, there will be a reduction in
the total completion time. The correctness probability depends on the amount of time the
function was allowed to run before the current best solution was retrieved. This is because
the more time the optimizer is given to run, the more likely that it has found the optimal
result.
Assuming that there are n dependent OPs (stages), we define Slat as the speedup of
using SE to complete the n stages compared to sequentially executing them with the same
total number of CPUs. We also define Tnew and Told as the expected completion time with




In this analysis, we assume there are n∗N total CPUs. We define the amount of time it
takes for stage i’s optimizer to complete as: Ti = gi(m), where m is the number of CPUs,
and gi is a monotonically increasing function of m. When m is above a threshold, the
increase of Ti is negligible. We also define the prediction correctness percentage at stage
i as: Pi = fi(ti), where ti is the amount of time that stage i’s optimizer executes before
the best current solution was retrieved. We denote Ei,j as the expected completion time
of executing all stages from i to j. Ei,n can be recursively calculated as follows:
{
En,n = Tn
Ei,n = Pi ∗ (ti + Ei+1,n) + (1− Pi) ∗ (Ti + Ei+1,n)
(5.1)
where 1 ≤ i < n. The last stage’s completion time is always Tn, and no prediction occurs
at this stage.
By solving the recursion in Equation (5.1), we have Tnew:




[Pi ∗ (ti − Ti) + Ti] + Tn (5.2)
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where 0 ≤ ti ≤ Ti, and Ti = gi(N) since, with SE, it is possible that all n stages run in
parallel, so each stage can only use N CPUs.










With a fixed N , we can determine the set of tis that maximize the total speedup, Slat.
We illustrate our model with a two-stage example where the stages have the same
completion time T . In this example, there are enough CPUs such that using N and 2N
CPUs at each stage will achieve the same completion time, i.e., |g(N)− g(2N)| < ǫ, where
ǫ is negligible. We also assume that the prediction correctness percentage at the first stage
can be described as a cumulative distribution, P = 1−exp(−λt), where λ is a constant. This
is because the convergence rates of many multi-objective optimizations have been shown
to follow an exponential function over computation time [98, 9, 17]. From Equations (5.2)
and (5.3), we have Slat:
Slat =
2T
(1− exp(−λt)) ∗ (t− T ) + 2T
(5.4)
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T . The goal is to find t0 to maximize the speedup, Slat. This is equivalent
to solving:
1 + exp(−λt0) ∗(λ(t0 − T )− 1) = 0, 0 ≤ t0 ≤ T (5.5)
We have further generalized the previous example to support more than two stages.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the relationship between the maximum Slat and λ for different number
of stages. It shows that the maximum Slat increases with an increase in the prediction rate.
This is not surprising since a higher prediction rate results in fewer re-executions of the
stages. The figure also shows that for a given prediction rate (i.e., a fixed value of λ), the
maximum speedup increases with more stages.
5.4 Evaluation
In this section, we first use a microbenchmark to evaluate the performance of SpecRPC,
and then we examine the performance improvements in Replicated Commit (RC) [77] when























Figure 5.7: Maximum speedup versus λ
as a baseline. Since gRPC has more features than SpecRPC, which may increase its
latency, we also compare our system with TradRPC, an RPC framework sharing much of
SpecRPC’s code base without speculation.
Our experimental testbed uses standard server-class machines, each of which has two 6-
core 2.10 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 CPUs and 64 GB RAM. The machines are connected
to a 1 Gbps Ethernet network. Each experiment consists of 5 runs, and each run lasts 60
seconds during which we measure the performance of the system throughout the middle
30 seconds.
5.4.1 Microbenchmark
Our microbenchmark consists of 16 clients with each performing a sequence of dependent
RPCs, defined as a request, to multiple servers. Each RPC sends and receives 64 bytes
of data. Unless specified, a request consists of 4 RPCs, each of which requires 10 ms
to complete. The client issues one request at a time, and each client issues 10 requests
per second. This system load allows us to examine the performance of SpecRPC when
sufficient system resources are available.
While executing a request by using SpecRPC, the client makes a prediction for each
RPC result. We define the probability of the prediction being correct as the correct pre-
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Figure 5.8: Microbenchmark results
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diction rate per RPC. Figure 5.8 (a) shows the mean completion time of requests under
different correct prediction rates per RPC. Compared with the sequential execution of
RPCs via using gRPC and TradRPC, SpecRPC achieves up to 75% reduction in request
completion time. When prediction is always incorrect, SpecRPC introduces approximately
0.1 ms of overhead compared with TradRPC, which is negligible in a request that requires
more than 40 ms to complete. Our experiments show that gRPC has slightly higher over-
head than both TradRPC and SpecRPC. This may be because gRPC provides additional
features that are not supported by TradRPC and SpecRPC. The results also show that
even with only a 50% correct prediction rate per RPC, SpecRPC still provides about a
40% reduction in request completion time compared to gRPC.
We further examine the performance of SpecRPC by varying the number of dependent
RPCs in a request. In the following experiments, the correct prediction rate per RPC is
set to be 90%. Figure 5.8 (b) shows that the mean request completion time for SpecRPC
increases more slowly than for gRPC and TradRPC. As expected, the request completion
times for both gRPC and TradRPC increase linearly with the number of dependent RPCs
per request. SpecRPC experiences a small increase in its request completion time with
additional dependent RPCs because only incorrect predictions lead to sequential execution
of RPCs.
Lastly, we examine the network bandwidth usage of the three different RPC frameworks.
Figure 5.8 (c) shows that TradRPC has higher network bandwidth usage than gRPC.
This is because gRPC has a more optimized implementation of message serialization than
TradRPC. The results also show that SpecRPC has higher network bandwidth usage than
TradRPC. This is because SpecRPC must re-execute some of its RPCs due to incorrect
predictions.
5.4.2 Replicated Commit
In this section, we examine the performance improvements in Replicated Commit (RC)
when using SpecRPC. We implement an RC prototype in an in-memory key-value store,
and our implementation asynchronously persists transaction logs to SSDs. We compare
three versions of RC, one using gRPC [42] as a baseline, one using SpecRPC to enable
speculative execution, and one using TradRPC which shares much of SpecRPC’s code
base without speculation. Our RC prototype using gRPC consists of approximate 4000
lines of Java code, while SpecRPC introduces an additional 100 lines of changes on the
server side and about 300 lines of changes on the client side. These changes are to modify
RPC registrations and invocations in order to introduce speculation on read results. Our





Table 5.1: Network roundtrip delays (ms) between datacenters from [86]
Experimental Setup
In our experiments, we use the Linux traffic control utility to set the network latency
between machines in order to emulate the geo-distributed environment specified in [86],
which consists of three datacenters. The network roundtrip delays between datacenters are
shown in Table 5.1.
Our transactional key-value store contains 10 million key-value pairs. The data is
sharded into three partitions, with each partition having a replica at every datacenter.
One RC server manages one replica. Our evaluation uses close-loop experiments, in which
a client sends transactions back-to-back, and there are 16 clients in each datacenter.
Our evaluation uses two workloads, YCSB+T [32] (an extension of the YCSB work-
load [25] with transactional support) and Retwis [68] (a Twitter-like workload). In our
experiments, by default, the data access pattern in both workloads follows a Zipfian dis-
tribution with alpha = 0.75.
YCSB+T Workload
We first use YCSB+T to repeat the RC experiments in [77]. Without using speculation,
read latency dominates the transaction completion time as the number of reads increases.
In this experiment, the number of operations (reads and writes) varies from 5 to 50, and
the ratio of reads and writes is 1:1 (mirroring the values used in the original experiments
in [77]). Figure 5.9 shows that the average transaction completion time of our RC prototype
with gRPC and TradRPC increases linearly with the number of reads, which matches the
results in [77]. In contrast, the average transaction completion time of the SpecRPC
version of RC is nearly independent of the number of reads in a transaction. Going from 5
to 50 operations per transaction, the transaction completion time only increases by 23% for
SpecRPC, compared to more than 600% for the non-speculative systems. This low increase
in completion time is a result of correct speculation, which allows SpecRPC to parallelize
dependent read operations. This experiment also shows that the read result from the first
responding replica is a good predictor of the final result of a quorum read. This approach
correctly predicted the final quorum read result with more than 95% accuracy.
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Figure 5.9: Mean latency versus the number of operations per transaction with YCSB+T
We further examine the impact of the probability that a request in a transaction is
a read (instead of a write) on transaction completion time. In this experiment we use
5 operations per transaction. Figure 5.10 shows both the median and 99th percentile of
the transaction completion time. As expected, with gRPC and TradRPC, the median
transaction completion time grows linearly with the read probability. The tail transaction
completion time grows even more quickly, as even with a 0.2 probability, the transactions
in the tail consist mostly of read operations. At 0.6 probability and higher, nearly all of
the transactions in the tail consist of 5 read operations. With SpecRPC, the median and
tail completion times are largely unaffected by read probability. This is because the correct
prediction rate for this workload is above 99%, with the rate growing with increasing read
probability.
Retwis Workload
In this section, we use a Twitter-like workload, Retwis, to evaluate the performance of
RC using SpecRPC. We use the same transaction profile as the Retwis workload in [118],
which is shown in Table 5.2. Figure 5.11 shows the CDF of RC’s transaction completion
time when using gRPC, TradRPC, and SpecRPC. Compared with gRPC and TradRPC,
SpecRPC reduces the average transaction completion time by 58%.
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Figure 5.10: Latency versus read probability with YCSB+T
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Transaction Type # gets # puts workload%
Add User 1 3 5%
Follow/Unfollow 2 2 15%
Post Tweet 3 5 30%
Load Timeline rand(1, 10) 0 50%
Table 5.2: Retwis transaction profile from [118]
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Figure 5.11: Transaction completion time with Retwis
We then adjust the Zipfian alpha value to examine the impact of transaction contention
on the performance of these systems. Figure 5.12 (a) and (b) show that SpecRPC’s abort
rate is only marginally higher than gRPC and TradRPC despite processing twice the
number of transactions per second in this closed loop experiment with a fixed number
of clients. For example, when the Zipfian alpha value is 0.9, using SpecRPC introduces
about a 1% higher abort rate than using gRPC and TradRPC. However, SpecRPC is able
to commit 142 transactions per second, while gRPC and TradRPC can only commit 62
and 63 transactions per second, respectively. The higher transaction processing rate of
SpecRPC is due to its transaction completion time being half of that of the other systems.
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(b) Number of completed transactions
Figure 5.12: Retwis workload with varying alpha values
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Figure 5.13: Average transaction completion time versus throughput with Retwis
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In order to measure the maximum throughput of these systems, we must saturate them
with client requests. To accomplish this in our cluster, we have to reduce the computing
resources of the RC servers. For these experiments, we set the roundtrip network latency
between datacenters to be 5 ms and limit the number of CPU cores per RC server. Since
the number of CPU cores is artificially limited, these experimental results do not represent
the maximum throughput of the systems in practice. Instead, these experiments aim
to compare the throughput of the three systems under the same resource limit and to
examine the impact of increasing computing resources on the performance of the three
different systems.
As shown in Figure 5.13, all three systems have near perfect speedup in throughput
when increasing the number of cores from 2 to 3, where the throughput is indicated by the
vertical lines in the graphs. As expected, SpecRPC’s throughput is lower than TradRPC’s
due to speculation overhead. Surprisingly, gRPC has a lower throughput than both other
systems, which may be due to additional features that it provides which are not supported
by SpecRPC and TradRPC. Although SpecRPC introduces processing overhead, we believe
that this is a reasonable tradeoff since throughput can be increased by increasing the
number of cores or data shards, whereas transaction completion cannot be reduced with
more resources without speculation. In this experiment, it is not possible for gRPC or
TradRPC to achieve SpecRPC’s 14 ms transaction completion time.
5.5 Discussion
A common pitfall to SE is that stateful execution is not correctly undone after an incorrect
speculation. We address this pitfall by recommending or requiring SpecRPC users to follow
design patterns that avoid this problem. For example, instead of passing a speculative
object directly to a speculative callback, SpecRPC requires users to follow a factory design
pattern in which a new speculative object is created for each callback that encapsulates
all intermediate results. This allows programmers to not worry about cross-contamination
between results from different speculative and non-speculative executions.
Another potential issue with speculation is in supporting operations with side-effects
that is outside of the control of the speculation framework. We provide a specBlock func-
tion that prevents the computation from proceeding until it is in a non-speculative state.
SpecRPC also allows an application to register a rollback function for speculative execu-
tions so that incorrect speculations can be rolled back. However, because SpecRPC is a
user library, a decision that we made to simplify and promote adoption, it cannot enforce
correctness in much the same way that a threading library cannot enforce thread safety.
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When application developers follow SpecRPC’s recommended design patterns, Spec-
RPC can guarantee that return results are equivalent to the sequential execution of de-
pendent operations (without speculation). SpecRPC also allows developers to log the
speculative states of RPCs and callbacks. The developers can use this information to
debug their applications, such as tracing side-effects from incorrect speculations. It is pos-
sible to implement language primitives to make SpecRPC provide additional guarantees
on preventing side-effects, but this requires language-level support.
To provide an abstraction that saves developers’ efforts on implementing speculative ex-
ecution in a distributed environment, the current design of SpecRPC uses an asynchronous
RPC interface with callbacks and factory patterns. This should be familiar to many ap-
plication developers who have experience in asynchronous RPCs and callbacks. Although
there may be some learning curve for new programmers to get familiar with SpecRPC’s
design patterns, the required learning efforts are much less than building their own data
structures and state management systems for tracking speculative executions across nodes.
SpecRPC provides the necessary tools to enable a developer to implement a speculative
application without manually managing dependencies, discarding incorrect speculations,
and hiding speculative state from non-speculative execution, which allows developers to
focus on leveraging their domain knowledge to improve prediction rather than spending
their time implementing a speculative execution infrastructure. However, the developer
must still make reasonable decisions with respect to predictions, and must follow provided
guidelines to avoid potential problems.
In addition to the applications described in Section 5.3, many other latency-sensitive ap-
plications can benefit from SpecRPC. For example, web applications often execute a chain
of services to generate a response for a client request. These applications can use caches to
predict service results, enabling services in the chain to execute in parallel. Social network
applications can also benefit from speculation as they often perform multiple dependent
graph computations. Many of these graph computations, such as triangle counting, are
expensive but their results can be estimated quickly using approximation algorithms [46].
These estimates can be used as predictions. A social network application can perform
many of its dependent graph computations in parallel if the predictions are correct or
within some error bound.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I present SpecRPC, an RPC framework for performing speculative ex-
ecution. By managing dependencies between callbacks and RPCs, SpecRPC simplifies
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the process of using speculation and reduces application latency. I evaluate SpecRPC by
implementing a distributed transaction protocol using the framework. The experimental
results show that SpecRPC can significantly reduce transaction completion time by using
speculation to perform dependent reads in parallel.
We designed SpecRPC with the hope that it would be used by many applications.
As a result, some of the core designs of the framework were chosen to simplify adoption
for developers and allow deployment in various environments. For example, instead of
requiring operating system support for state rollback after an incorrect speculation, we
perform state rollback completely within the framework. These design choices necessitate
an advisory programming model where correctness relies on applications following our
suggested design pattern. Although we believe this is acceptable for most applications, we
are exploring other designs, such as introducing language-level changes, that can provide
stronger guarantees. We plan to work closely with developers interested in our recently




Future Work and Conclusion
Many distributed systems run a chain of dependent networked services to complete a task.
It is straightforward to execute these services in a serial manner. However, this results in
high latency, especially when the services require inter-datacenter network I/O operations.
This thesis explores approaches to address the latency problem of executing a sequence of
dependent network I/O operations in different domains, including geo-distributed database
systems and state machine replication. It also studies solutions for a general class of
distributed systems that can benefit from using speculation. The result of this work is the
design and implementation of three systems, Carousel, Domino, and SpecRPC. Looking
back at the three systems, the techniques in one system can be applied to address the
limitations in one of the other systems. In the rest of this chapter, I will first discuss future
research directions that build on the three systems, and then I will conclude this work.
6.1 Future Research Directions
Network-Aware Transaction Processing
Carousel borrows ideas from Fast Paxos [66] to introduce a fast path to commit transac-
tions. Unlike state machine replication that has replicas agree on a request’s position in a
log before executing the request, Carousel replica servers independently prepare a transac-
tion and then agree on the prepare result. In Carousel, concurrent transactions that have
no conflicts will not compete for a log position and thus will not cause the fast path to
fail. However, when two concurrent transactions that have conflicts arrive at replicas in
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different orders, the replicas may have different prepare results for the two transactions,
and neither of the transactions can commit via the fast path.
To increase the likelihood that Carousel commits a transaction via the fast path when
there are conflicting transactions, we can apply a Domino-like ordering approach that
leverages network measurement. Although directly using Domino in Carousel can achieve
this goal, it would introduce additional delays to commit a transaction. This is because
Domino delivers replicated transactions to Carousel by following its log order regardless of
whether the transactions have conflicts or not. Instead, we can leverage network measure-
ment to order transactions for Carousel servers to process. A Carousel client can assign
a transaction with a timestamp, indicating when the transaction should have arrived at
enough participant servers. Once a Carousel server receives a transaction, it will not pro-
cess the transaction until its clock passes the transaction’s timestamp. Unlike Domino’s
deterministic ordering, this ordering approach is best-effort, and a server does not need to
reject a transaction that arrives late. In addition, this ordering approach can be used for
other transaction processing protocols, like TAPIR [118] and Janus [86], to increase their
fast-path success rate.
In this ordering approach, the latency of committing a transaction is sensitive to the
transaction’s timestamp because each replica follows wall-clock time to process transac-
tions. An unnecessarily large timestamp could significantly introduce delays to the commit
latency. One research direction is to design a feedback control system to estimate the ar-
rival time based on historical data. In addition to recent network measurement data, this
control system can also consider the success rate of the fast path and the popularity of the
keys in a transaction. This is because non-conflicting transactions can be committed via
the fast path even if they arrive at replicas in different orders.
Supporting General Read-Write Transactions in Carousel
Carousel requires pre-defined read and write keys in a transaction. Some applications may
not be able to adopt this transaction model, and they have to perform general read-write
transactions. To extend Carousel to support general read-write transactions, one research
direction is to use speculation to overlap the execution of a transaction’s reads, writes, and
commit. For example, a client can use a cache to predict its read result. It can use this
predicted result to speculatively perform subsequent read/write operations that depend
on the read result. The client can also piggyback any speculatively known read and write
keys on its read requests to data servers, and the servers can speculatively start 2PC and
replication on the partial read and write sets. SpecRPC can be used to extend Carousel
to support such speculative execution. Another research problem in this direction is how
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to efficiently make correct speculations. One approach is to leverage workload statistics to
increase the cache hit rate for reads.
Resource Provision for Speculative Execution
SpecRPC allows an application to make multiple predictions for an operation’s result in
order to increase the chances of having correct speculations. An application can further
predict the results of speculative operations in order to execute a chain of dependent
operations in parallel. If there are multiple predicted results for each operation in a chain,
the number of (speculatively) executed function instances increases exponentially with the
chain length, ending with at most one correct-speculation path. Incorrect speculations
will waste a significant amount of computing resources. This may saturate a system when
computing resources are limited. Application developers need to make a trade-off between
speculations and the resources available for speculative execution.
To address this problem, we can design a speculation manager to control speculative
execution based on available computing resources and statistics on correct speculations. For
example, the speculation manager can automatically count the rate of correct speculations
for each operation, and monitor currently available computing resources in the system. The
manager will only speculatively execute an operation if there are sufficient resources or the
speculation is likely to be correct. It can also stop performing speculative executions if
predictions are incorrect most of the time. Application developers can also define workload-
tailored policies to reduce the resource cost for incorrect speculations.
Another research direction is to extend SpecRPC to support serverless computing that
can provide computing resources on demand. With elastic resources in serverless comput-
ing, application developers only need to set up a budget for using speculation to reduce
latency. This extended SpecRPC should minimize the latency for a given budget.
6.2 Concluding Remarks
This thesis presents techniques to reduce latency for executing dependent network I/O
operations, especially for those across datacenters. Most of these techniques require addi-
tional computing resources to increase parallelism in a system and reduce the number of
sequentially executed inter-datacenter operations in a task. I believe that this trade-off is
reasonable for latency-critical applications, especially when the prevalence of cloud com-
puting makes computing resources more and more affordable. However, the cost might
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be reduced for some applications if most of their network I/O operations can be limited
within a datacenter. For example, instead of deploying data across datacenters in a static
manner, a geo-distributed database system can leverage workload statistics to move data
between datacenters to benefit from data locality.
Limiting a chain of network I/O operations within a datacenter can have lower latency
than a single inter-datacenter operation. Although this is a promising approach to de-
sign latency-critical systems, practical constraints, such as data privacy or fault-tolerance
requirements, may result in unavoidable inter-datacenter network I/O operations. It is
critical to limit the number of sequential inter-datacenter network I/O operations in com-
pleting a task. I believe that the designs in this thesis will continue to play a part in
shaping future geo-distributed systems.
For applications running within a datacenter, there is a trend that many applications
shift to split their computation on one server into a chain of tiny networked services to serve
a client request, such as in a microservice architecture. Although these network services
can benefit from high-speed datacenter networks, the data transfer between these services
introduces additional delays compared to running all computation on a single server. The
designs of the three systems in this thesis demonstrate different approaches to tackle the
sequential execution of dependent network I/O operations. I hope that these techniques will
also contribute to the design of future networked systems within a datacenter as reducing
latency can improve user experience and increase revenue for many applications.
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